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Gillies Takes Gold

Professor’s
Art Blooms
into Ballet

by Chris Szimanski ’14
Sports Staff
ice hockey

  Six weeks ago, as the Providence
campus became a quiet inhabitance
and students scattered to return
home to their various hometowns
for the holidays, one PC student
found himself with interesting
company. Jon Gillies ’16 found
himself far from his hometown of
Maine, in Madison Square Garden
for a few quick practices before he
and the rest of the United States
Under-20 National team headed to
Helsinki and eventually Ufa, Russia,
for the World Junior Championships.
The
tentative
two—week
schedule pegged the US team to
play two pre-tournament games
in Finland against Sweden and the
Finns, followed by four roundrobin games and the medal round.
This schedule left the team playing
anywhere from six to nine games in
two and a half weeks and travelling
GILLIES / Page 25

Student
Reflects on
Immigration
Policy

Tinder Takes
PC by Storm
by Carolyn Bothwell ’15
News Staff

by Beatriz Forster ’14
Commentary Staff

Campus News

Immigration

“I got a match!” Kelly Kramer ’15
exclaimed. Her three roommates
replied with rapid-fire questions:
“Is he cute?” “Does he go to
Brown?” “What is his name?!”
However,
the
match
Kramer
was referring to was a pair of
socks, not Tinder, the new dating
app that is catching Providence
College
students
by
storm.
“I use [Tinder] so I can meet
total babes, obviously,” Robert
Flemming
’14
says
jokingly.
This iPhone app allows students
to “like” one another based solely on
up to five photos, mutual Facebook
friends, and shared interests.
Basically, it is the technological form
of the “Hot or Not?” game. When
two users mutually “like” each

I’ve wanted to write an article
in The Cowl on immigration for
a pretty long time, and it’s not
because I have an insatiable desire
to deport the approximately 11
million illegal aliens residing in the
United States. On the other hand, I
also don’t believe that the solution
to the immigration question is
to grant universal amnesty to
other, the app sets them up to hold people who, in the very act of
a private and “intimate” chat. Tinder crossing American borders without
also utilizes the geo location feature, documentation, committed a crime.
allowing users to specify the mile Currently, the Senate is discussing
radius of their potential matches. immigration reform as a major
This allows users to find matches initiative President Obama hopes to
within convenient distances, perfect see passed during his second term.
for college campuses. However,
I have a bit of a different perspective
this can also allow for awkward on the issue of immigration, since
encounters with your matches in I’m not an American citizen. I arrived
TINDER/ Page 2
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by Sarah Dombroski ’13
A&E Editor
Professor Spotlight
The inspiration for Orchis was
spawned organically, literally. A.
Cemal Ekin, professor emeritus of
marketing at Providence College,
watched the orchids in his home slowly
wilt and fall. As he watched the petals
leave the stem and weigh down the rest
of the flower, he encouraged his wife
to leave them as is, and after they dried
and took different forms, he began to
photograph them. As he photographed
them, he noticed the flowers seemed
to be striking poses as if they were
dancers. Ekin began photographing
the petals on a simple background
on April 9, 2004, and by January 22,
2005, he had 108 original photographs
in
the
collection.
Calling
the
original
series
“Dance
of
the
Orchids,”
Ekin
focused
on connecting the
link
between
his
flowers and ballet
dancers
physically.
Originally, his idea was
to photograph dancers
striking a pose inspired
by the flowers, and show the
two photographs side by side. He
consulted an acquaintance, a former
prima ballerina, for advice, and she
in turn passed on Ekin’s photographs
to the artistic director of the Festival
Ballet Providence, Mihailo Djuric.
Ekin first met with Djuric
in January of 2012, and his
idea grew beyond
ORCHIS / Page 17
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by Christine Rousselle ’13
News Editor
Campus News

Super Bowl Sunday Parties Stuff Students
Super Bowl Sunday 2013 has come and gone, with victory achieved by
the Baltimore Ravens. On campus, both McPhail’s and the Campus Ministry
Center hosted parties for students to watch the game. McPhail’s featured pizza
and subs, while the Campus Ministry Center featured a variety of fried foods
prepared by both the Knights of Columbus and Iron Chef Dominican winner Fr.
Justin Brophy, O.P.

Black Studies Announces Trayvon Martin Award
On February 4, 2013, the Black Studies Program sent an email blast to all
faculty and students detailing the new Trayvon Martin Award for Social Justice.
This award, which was established in 2012, will be awarded to one student and
one staff/faculty member who has worked to positively influence the racial
climate in the community. Nominations are due by Feb. 20 to Dr. Julia JordanZachery.

PC Has Largest Habitat for Humanity Chapter
Providence College has over 230 students scheduled to spend their spring
breaks helping build homes at 16 sites as part of Habitat for Humanity. This
means that the College is home to the largest collegiate Habitat chapter in the
country. Not bad for a school that only has 4,000 students!

Two for $0.99 Donut Deal at Dunkin’
Got late night munchies on Monday, Tuesday, or Wednesday? You are in
luck! Dunkin’ Donuts has a new deal offering two donuts for the bargain price
of only $0.99 ($1.07 with tax). This deal is only valid on Mondays, Tuesdays and
Wednesdays. Dunkin’ Donuts is also featuring new brownie batter and “cupid’s
choice” donuts for the month of February.

Updates
by Jackie McCarthy ’14
News Staff
Student Congress

· The Class of 2013 announced that Senior Giving will be
doing a giveback at 113 Nights on Feb. 8. There will be a
50/50 raffle at the event. Tickets for 113 Nights are on sale
at the Slavin Information Desk.
· The Class of 2014 announced that the first Junior Night is on
March 16 and will have a St. Patrick’s Day theme.
· The sales of the Class of 2015’s posters that read “Keep
Calm and Friar On” are going well.
· There was one piece of old business discussed. This was
the Reallocation of Funds (SC 63-02). Student Congress
met with each club and reviewed their finances. After
evaluation of a midyear review, funds that went to clubs
that proposed higher budgets at the start of the year but
were not used were re-allocated to those clubs that needed
an unexpected, higher budget.
· There was no new business discussed.

: App Helping To
Bust the “PC Bubble”
Continued from front page

Raymond Dining Hall.
“I haven’t had many awkward
experiences, except maybe when my
brother showed up on Tinder,” Emily
Matthew ’16 says.
Tinder was initially viewed as
“creepy,” but is now a sensation
across college campuses. Tinder, a
word previously known for materials
that ignite a flame, has now been
innovated into the Match.com for
college students. Considering that
the city of Providence has the most
students per capita in the nation, it is
an essential gold mine for potential
matches. Between RISD, Brown, JWU,
RIC, and PC, the matching possibilities
are endless.
“When I first got Tinder, I was so
excited when I got my first match and
message. I was let down when it was
just my friend Matt Martin ’13 making
fun of me,” says Cayla Mckernan ’13.
“Have you ever met someone on a
phone based social media application
and thought, ‘Wow this could be the
one’?”
For Katie Smith ’14*, Tinder has
opened up a new dating scene. After
becoming a match with a Brown
lacrosse player, she has had multiple
meet-ups on Thayer Street. Tinder is
giving PC students the opportunity
to interact and connect with other
university students both at PC and

surrounding campuses.
Especially
with the decline in college dating,
Tinder is opening up new chances to
spark a flame amongst students. “As
much as I hate to admit it, I wouldn’t
have met anyone from Brown without
Tinder. It’s been a fun way to get out
of the PC bubble,” Smith says.
An experienced Tinder user will
attest that there is a certain criterion
before you tap “<3” or “X.” “If they’re
preppy, I like them,” confesses Jaclyn
Shepherd ’15.
For some students though, Tinder is
just a fun way to pass the time. “I use
it as entertainment, I have no desire to
meet girls through it,” says Brendan
Fountain ’13.
“I don’t have a Tinder, and I’m not
sure how I feel about it,” says Mel
Fulvio ’13. Many students are still
skeptical about the idea of the app,
but it is becoming more and more
prominent at PC. Students can be seen
“tindering” on their walks between
classes, regardless of the dropping
temperature. While student opinions of
the app remain mixed, it’s undenably
keeping Providence College students
entertained.
*Name has been changed

Providence College students use Tinder for a variety of reasons, including stifling boredom.
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Stephanie Henry ’15 Pilgrimaged to Ghana
by Kathleen Sullivan ’14
Senior News Writer
Student Spotlight

Stephanie Henry ’15 is quickly
becoming a world traveler after
her recent trip to Ghana this past
November and her upcoming ASB
trip to Peru. From Nov. 9 to Nov. 19,
Henry, a Pierre Toussaint Scholar,
participated in a pilgrimage to Ghana
through the Office of Black Ministry
of the Archdiocese of New York.
She explains, “It was a phenomenal
educational experience that exposed
me to Ghana’s remarkably vibrant and
culturally rich history.”
A few other college students and
Brothers from the Diocese joined her
on this trip, and together they learned
all about the history and culture of
Ghana and were able to learn from,
and interact with, the native people
as well. Henry explained, “For me, it
was a return to my roots that allowed
me the opportunity to have a firsthand
experience of something that I only
have read about in history books.”
Upon their arrival in Ghana, there
was a welcome party where a famous
dance group performed. “During our
travels, we were warmly welcomed at
all the churches that we visited. Our
brothers and sisters in the Ghanaian
Catholic churches were so pleased to
have us visit them and treated us as if
we were celebrities,” Henry stated.
They were invited to dinner
with the Archbishop of Kumasi at
his home, where they were given
the chance to get to know him and
were even entertained with another
performance by the Archbishop’s
private choir. Henry really appreciated
the hospitality offered by all the people
she met and explained that upon
meeting they always used the phrase
“akwaaba,” which means “warmly
welcomed.”

Stephanie Henry ’15 was given the chance to travel to Ghana this past November through the Archdiocese of New York.

Henry was inspired by the passion
and determination embodied in the
Ghanaian people, and was really
touched by the simple lives they led and
their strong work ethic. She explained
that they strive to incorporate faith into
everything they do and always seek
out ways of showing thanks to God.
It was refreshing for Henry to be
able to really live in the moment while
she was there with no distractions
from her cell phone or anything
else. “I have taken all that I learned
and experienced on this trip to my
life upon returning home. This
experience will forever remain one of
my best memories.” Her trip allowed
her to gain a better appreciation for
experiences like this one.
During the trip, Henry visited a
number of cities and memorials that

gave her the chance to delve deep into
the culture and history of the country.
Henry really enjoyed interacting with
and learning from the people she met
in Ghana, and they were happy to
teach her about themselves and their
culture. For example, she received an
honorary name, Aku Elom, by some
of the local people from one of the
villages she visited. She explained that
“Aku” means Wednesday (which was
the day she was born on), and “Elom”
means “he loves me.” Henry and the
group donated a computer to the kids
in the local village for their school,
and in return, the village threw a big
celebration.
Through her travels, she also visited
the Slave Castles along the coast, as
well as the Slave River. These sights
were significant because both were
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part of the Atlantic Slave Trade. Henry
was able to see many other memorials
and historical sites, including the
memorial for Ghana’s first president,
Kwame Nkrumah, and the W.E.B. Du
Bois Memorial Center in Accra.
Stephanie Henry is a sociology
major from New Rochelle, N.Y. She
is one of the co-directors for the
Footprints Gospel Choir, the secretary
for PC’s National Society of Collegiate
Scholars, has participated in Habitat
for Humanity, and is hoping to become
a mentor for the Step-Up Program.
When asked, she said she would love
the opportunity to return to Ghana
one day to further contribute to the
community there in a positive way.

Christine Kennedy ’13 Lives Out Childhood Dream on the Court
by Kathleen McGinty ’16
News Editor
Club Presidential Spotlight

Sitting in the stands at the Dunk as a
young girl, watching not only the Friars
dribble up and down the court, but also
the dancers taking the floor with their
pom poms and routine, current Dance
Team President Christine Kennedy ’13
has always had her mind set on joining
the Providence College Dance Team.
“It’s funny,” Kennedy remarked,
“Both my parents went to PC, so my
dad has had season tickets since I
was a little girl, so I’ve been coming
to the games since then. I’ve always
been around the atmosphere, and it’s
definitely something I was interested
in from the beginning.”
Kennedy, a senior from North
Attleboro, Mass., who is majoring in
accountancy, began dancing at four
years old.
“I feel like all girls try [dance] out,”
she said. After testing it out herself,
Kennedy discovered a new hobby and
passion. Trained in jazz, ballet, tap, and
contemporary/modern dance styles at
the New England Dance Academy in
Attleboro, Mass., she spent much of her
early dance career competing. Now as
the president and a four-year member
of the Dance Team, which is more
spirit-based than competition-based,
Kennedy and the rest of the team focus
primarily on jazz and hip-hop.
As a club sport dedicated to dance
and the promotion of school spirit,
the College’s Dance Team is currently
comprised of 13 members. According
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Christine Kennedy ’13, a native of Massachusetts, had aspired to be on the PC Dance Team
since she was a child.

to Kennedy, the team practices on
Sundays, Mondays, and Wednesdays
for two hours, engaging in short
workouts, warm-ups that involve
practicing techniques across the floor,
and learning a new dance or practicing
old routines in preparation for
performances at the basketball games.
The team’s coach runs Monday and
Wednesday practices, but Kennedy
and the vice president of the team lead
Sunday practices.

However, Kennedy’s role as
president does not stop there. Not only
does she run the Sunday practices, but
she also helps in the process of getting
new uniforms, maintaining the team’s
financial budget, choreographing
routines with her coach, and keeping
everyone energized at the games.
“Since [Dance Team] has been my
main activity, commitment has been
a huge part of it,” noted Kennedy.
Not only does the team perform at

men’s and select women’s basketball
games, but it also attends events such
as the Friar 5K and the season ticket
holder party, in addition to a regional
competition, which is coming up in
March. “I think it’s important for the
president to not be spread too thin with
all other commitments,” she added.
Despite
the
Dance
Team’s
involvement in numerous events
at the College, Kennedy has still
found time for other extracurricular
activities on campus. She is a member
of the Accounting Association, and
participates in the Executive Career
Mentor Program facilitated by the
Career Education Center, which
matches PC students up with mentors
who offer advice and enable students
to attend shadowing days in the
industries of their majors.
While Kennedy will be graduating
in the spring and leaving the team
behind, she has given thought to
dancing after college.
“I would love to try out for the Celtics
or something like that,” she said, “but I
feel like you have to live in Boston since
it’s such a big commitment.” Kennedy
has accepted a job in Cranston, R.I.
and will be working in accounting at
the Alex and Ani headquarters. As for
right now, Kennedy can continue to
pursue her passion for dance while still
performing with the PC Dance Team.
“It’s so fun being at the Dunk,”
Kennedy said.
“That’s definitely
one of the best parts of [Dance Team]
because we get to sit right on the floor,
especially during the Big East games.”
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The Story Behind...
MORGAN PEKARA ’15 / THE COWL

by Micaela Cameron ’13
News Staff
Campus News
The cloud fresco has been painted
over and glossy black and red lights
hang above the bar. The pool table is
gone, and a stage juts out from the wall.
“The stage is only a few weeks
old,” says Ava’s Wrath owner Roberta
Ricci, wearing a Providence College
sweatshirt. “It looked great when I put
it in.”
In late October, students noticed
a big change to a favorite bar in the
neighborhood. The Clubbies sign had
been covered by a pink and black one
that read “Ava’s Wrath.” Speculation
ran rampant as students wondered who
Ava was and why she was so angry.
“Ava is my dog’s name,” said North
Providence native, Ricci. “I’ve had
people come in and say I want to talk
to Ava, but she’s my 16 pound German
Shepherd, and when she doesn’t get
her own way, the gates of hell open.”
The slogan for Ava’s Wrath is “Be
Careful What You Wish For, Very
Careful.” When asked about the
meaning behind the slogan, Ricci
laughed and said it was a joke among
her friends. The slogan hangs outside
the bar as a tribute to them.
Ricci purchased Clubbies from
former owner Bruce Coppola, who
constructed the building on the
property in 1986. Coppola wished to
retire and approached Ricci, who took
over the bar in September.
Students were initially hesitant about the
changeandwonderedifthe“newClubbies”
would retain the same atmosphere.
“I want to keep Clubbies the way it was.

I’m not looking to change what Clubbies
was, just upgrade it,” said Ricci.
In addition to the new stage, Ricci’s
upgrades include a functioning second
floor bathroom and a new drink—
“Ava’s Wrath,” a Stoli Raspberry,
Sprite, and Grenadine mixed drink
that Ricci described as a “big hit with
the girls.” Ricci has also added a food
menu for hungry patrons.
Despite the changes, Ricci insists that
Ava’s Wrath is still the same Clubbies,
just operating under a different name.
Ricci said that since its opening,
Clubbies has always been a bar whose
main clientele is PC students.
“The PC kids are good kids.
Everyone is very respectful. They just
want to have a good time. They come
in groups and all stick together,” said
Ricci. “I never have any problems here.”
Ricci described a funny situation she
encountered while working recently.
On a Friday night, Ricci was standing
outside of her bar, talking to customers
as they waited in line to get in. A group
of girls, worried they would not get in,
began to cut the line and shoved Ricci
out of the way.
“Here comes these two girls, and
they said they worked here and threw
me out of the way,” said Ricci. “I was
like ‘What? You work here?’ It was so
funny. I was like, ‘I don’t remember
hiring you.’”
Ricci loves to give back and donates
the money made from cover charges
to various charities. She plans to hold
a toga party fundraiser for the Animal
Rescue League on Feb. 23.
Ricci
has
greatly
enjoyed
being the new owner of Clubbies.
“Thank you for making Ava’s part of
your college memories,” said Ricci.

Get to Know Your
Newsies
Jackie McCarthy ’14

Major:
English/Creative Writing,
Business Studies Program

Hometown:
Croton on Hudson, New York

Fun Fact:
I think squirrels are creepy.

Most Commonly Found:
Running on the track or on the road.

Biggest Role Model:
My mom!

Annoys Her Most:
There are not enough hours in a day.

Most Passionate About:
Friars XC and Track & Field!
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Cesarini Brings Global
Experiences to Campus
by Andres Taborda ’15
Asst. News Editor

Putting the Ph.D. aside, Cesarini
is married with two children. Her
oldest, Ginerva, six, is following in
Featured professor
the footsteps of her mother, learning
French while she is in school. “I want
She may live in Rhode Island, but her to be in an international, diverse
the world is Paola Cesarini’s, Ph.D., setting,” said Cesarini, who is a firm
backyard. An assistant professor in believer of exposing kids to different
the Department of Political Science, languages. She also has a son, Saverio,
Cesarini first left her native Rome, Italy who is three years old. He, like his
when she was 16 years old to study sister, has a name that comes deep
for a year in the United States. The from the roots of Cesarini’s family.
Cesarini takes great pride in being
program sent her to California, where
she got her first taste of the American a mom. “It is challenging to find a
family/work balance,” she said. She
lifestyle.
currently takes ice
When she
skating
lessons
was just a
with her children.
little girl, her
“There is not a lot
father bought
of me time,” said
her a globe. As
Cesarini, “but I try
they pointed
to combine what
to
different
I love to do with
places on the
what I need to do.”
map
each
At
Providence
night
he
College,
Cesarini
would
say,
teaches
in
the
“Where
do
Department
of
you want to
Political Science and
go in your
in the Development
d r e a m s
of
Western
tonight?” This
Civilization
was just the
Program. In her
start of a life
seventh
year
full of travel
at
the
College,
and cultural
Cesarini tries to
immersion
incorporate
her
for a young
wide international
Cesarini,
background
into
whose
dad
DWC. In political
referred to as
science, Cesarini’s
“the girl with
favorite course to
the suitcase.”
teach is Human
Cesarini had
Rights. “It is a subject
a fascination
that I am enthusiastic
with languages
about,” she said. She
and
culture.
also enjoys teaching
“ W h i l e
CONTRIBUTED PHOTO
a Transitional Justice
my
friends
seminar-style class.
wanted to go Dr. Paola Cesarini is in her 7th year of teaching at
The course that
to the beach, Providence College.
Cesarini finds the
I wanted to
go to northern Germany to learn the easiest to teach is European Politics. Like
language,” she said. In fact, she is in her other classes, Cesarini engages
fluent in six languages: Italian, English, students in the material by having
Spanish, Portuguese, French, and different simulations throughout the
German. She has also studied Latin and semester where students can directly
engage in the class.
Russian.
“Teaching enthusiastic students
Due to the price of an American
education, Cesarini was forced to makes all the difference,” she said,
return to Italy after her one-year stay in which is why she is fond of the DWC
California. She got her undergraduate colloquia.
She, alongside Dr. Colin Jaundrill
degree in Rome before applying
for a Fulbright scholarship. In 1990, of the Department of History, teaches
she received the scholarship, which a colloquium for second-year DWC
included a fully paid year of study at students titled “The Politics of
Memory.” Cesarini is quick to point
Columbia University in New York.
Although the scholarship was only out that political science majors/minors
for one year, Cesarini was able to get are actually the minority in such a
it renewed and finished her master’s at colloquium, which she loves because it
means that students from other fields
Columbia.
While in New York, she began are exploring things they cannot with
working for the World Bank as a their professional plan of study.
“When we ask students why they
research associate and eventually
take our course, they tell us they have
became its UN Relations Officer.
She met the man who would interest in a political science course,
eventually become her husband in but do not have room in their schedule
New York and decided to return to to take one,” she said.
In regards to to teaching DWC,
Columbia to get her Ph.D. in political
Cesarini said, “Through DWC, PC’s
science.
Aside from her native Europe’s faculty can be enthusiastic about what
politics, Cesarini also has a deep they do.” She continued, “It is a place
interest and has studied heavily the where one can be dynamic.”
When she left Italy to explore the
politics of Latin America, especially
the southern cove of South America. world, Cesarini never feared her
She has spent time in Argentina, where adventures. This is something she
she was able to trace back her family wishes to pass on to students here at
the College. “I want to show students
roots and find relatives.
“My dream is now to learn more about that the world out there is not a scary
Africa,” she said, “but it is more difficult place.”
to do it now that I have two children.”
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The Procrastination Station

featuring...John Deere (Who would be turning 209 today)

John Deere

Farm Animals

by Christine Rousselle ’13
News Editor

Across
2. The opposite of a fronthoe.
3. Not a crocodile.
7. Someone who uses a tractor.
9. Something you mow with a John Deere product.
10. Animal featured in the brand’s logo.

PC Picture of the Week
LAUREN TROTTA ’13 / THE COWL

Down
1. This is used to cut grass.
4. John Deere’s trademark product.
5. One of John Deere’s colors.
6. One of John Deere’s colors.
8. This machine puts the hay in a compact package.

Math Square

Directions: Using the
numbers 1through 9,
fill in the grid. Each
number is only used
once. Each row is a math
equation. Each column
is a math equation.
Multiplication and division
are performed before
addition and subtraction.

Got a suggestion for the PC
Picture of the Week or PC
Tweet of the Week? Tweet us
@TheCowl!

Club Phil Computer Troll: One
PC Students: Zero
Alright, now fix it back.

PC Tweet of the Week
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Liberia Institutes Controversial Postwar Clean Up Program
Government Clashes With Citizens Over Displacement
by Katie Davenport ’14
World Staff
LIBERIA

A cleanup program for the
slums in Liberia has rendered many
residents homeless as the Monrovia
City Corporation issues bulldozers
to tear down homes. The Inter Press
Service (IPS) reports that the United
Nations Secretary General Ban KiMoon appointed United Kingdom
Prime Minister David Cameron,
Liberian President Ellen Johnson
Sirleaf, and Indonesian President
Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono as cochairs of a high-level panel.
These co-chairmen, in addition
to leaders from civil society,
government, and the private sector,
are supposed to help Ban Ki-Moon
with the global development beyond
2015, the end date for the millennium
development goals. The IPS further
explains that economic growth,
environmental sustainability, and
social equality are three important
values that the United Nations High
Level Panel (HLP) endeavors to
foster and maintain.
Liberia’s
two
bloody
civil
wars, one transpiring from 1989
to 1996, and the other from 1999
to 2003, devastated the country’s
infrastructure
and
political
institutions. Furthermore, Liberia in
her early stages of rebuilding lacks
electricity and access to inexpensive
energy. According to the United
Nations Development Program,
up to 85 percent of Liberia’s
estimated 4.2 million people are

deemed unemployed. However,
the government Bureau of Statistics
set Liberia’s current vulnerable
employment rate at 77.9 percent,
accounting for people who are selfemployed, but have unsustainable
jobs.
The HLP meeting in Monrovia to
discuss the post-2015 development
plans is thus taking place in a
country that is facing global
development challenges. A private,
five-star hotel, the Royal Grand, is
the location for the HLP meeting.
Ironically, only 10 blocks away
from this hotel, more than a dozen
buildings and businesses on 24th
Street were destroyed. Inhabitants
affected by the demolition blame the
government for making their lives
more difficult.
“It is not easy to find a place to
rent in this city. This has made plenty
people homeless. Our stuff was in
the house when they demolished
the buildings,” said Fatou Nernee, a
woman now suffering the aftermath
of her ruined belongings and home
of over 20 years.
In contrast, Mayor of Monrovia
Mary Broh supports the demolitions:
“We want to make this city the
greenest and cleanest city in West
Africa,” she claimed during a press
conference.
On Monday, January 28, Sirleaf
presented her state of the nation
address, explaining her belief that
Liberia has improved, but many local
residents, who remain discontented
with the slow progress, held public
protests. The protesters do not agree
with Sirleaf, nor do they feel that
the living conditions in Liberia are

PHOTO COURTESY OF BOSTON HERALD

Liberia is a small African nation. After many yearsof civil war the county is attempting to rebuild its
infrastructure, but the project is controversial for it aggressive displacement policy.

adequate because the government
is responsible for its people’s
unemployment and homelessness.
Of course, there are other
people who concur with Sirleaf,
including Liberian economist Sam
Jackson. Jackson acknowledges the
inevitability and severity of the
Liberian developmental challenges,
but he feels that the HLP meeting
provided Liberia with a chance to
showcase post-war advancements
and create a new agenda.

The cleanup program is supposed
to benefit Liberia by clearing the
slums, but the lives negatively
influenced by the program raise
questions about whether or not the
government is making beneficial
and necessary moves toward a better
country.

Putin Spearheads Harshest Political Crackdown since Soviet Fall
by Kayla Fernandes ’14
Assistant World Editor
RUSSIA

While Russians celebrated the 70th
anniversary of the end of the Battle of
Stalingrad last week, a New York based
human rights group made headlines for
condemning Russia’s political crackdown
following the return of Vladimir Putin to
the Kremlin. The group, Human Rights
Watch, reported last Thursday that the
year 2012 saw the harshest limits on
political freedoms in authoritarian Russia
since the Soviet Union.
With Vladimir Putin back in power
and former president Dmitry Medvedev
assuming the role of prime minister, the
government passed restrictive laws. A
law banning “homosexual propaganda”
has taken effect in nine regions of the
country and is currently up for debate
for introduction as a federal law. Activists
in the country point to this law in
particular as a return to the country’s past,
echoing Joseph Stalin’s enforced ban on
homosexuality.
Other restrictive laws target public
assemblies and impose larger fines on
protesters and activists. In its annual
report that assesses the rights of more than
90 countries around the world, Human
Rights Watch highlighted the prison
sentences received by members of the
punk band Pussy Riot as evidence of the
violations of civil liberties in the country.

“Since Putin’s return. . .not only has the
tentative shift towards liberalization of the
Medvedev era been totally reversed, but…
authoritarianism in Russia has reached a
level unknown in recent history,” Rachel
Denber, deputy director of HRW’s Europe
and Central Asia Division, explained
at the press conference in Moscow in
conjunction with the findings of the
annual report.
Hugh Williamson, director of Human
Rights Watch’s Europe and Central Asia
Division, added, “Measures to intimidate
critics and restrict Russia’s vibrant civil
society have reached unprecedented
levels.”
As in the case of Pussy Riot, Putin has
cracked down specifically on dissenters
or activists of all sorts. Similarly, there
is a law that now requires foreignfunded non-governmental organizations
(NGOs) to register as “foreign agents,”
as a way of keeping them in check. Laws
restricting access to the Internet and the
re-criminalization of libel have also come
out of Putin’s renewed government
policies. There were also changes
made to the existing treason laws

that could essentially place any Russian
citizen who associates with foreigners at
risk of prosecution at the discretion of the
government.
Unfortunately, for human rights
watchers and those affected by the
stringent policies of their own country,
Putin’s most recent
term is to continue
for six years.
Russian
Foreig n
M i n i st er

spokesman
Alexander
Lukashevich
deflected the findings of the report
by saying that though the Russian
government has yet to respond they
would most likely “show that the human
rights situation…is not the worst.” He
emphasized, “There are serious systematic
problems in the sphere of human rights
in the United States and many European
Union countries.” Lukashevich concluded
by stating, “Before you criticize others, you
should look at yourself.”

Putin’s extended reign
has attracted numerous
accusations of human
rights violations.
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Tensions Mount over North Korean Rocket Launches
by Lynnzie Marinaccio ’13
World Staff
THE KOREAS

Tension between North Korea
and South Korea have increased
dramatically over the past few weeks,
with North Korea promising to conduct
more nuclear tests, threatening its
neighbor.
For decades, the relationship
between these two countries has been
incredibly strained. However, the level
of agitation and hostility was brought
to a new level back in December
2012 when North Korea successfully
launched a satellite. The country has
since vowed to conduct a third nuclear
test.
Some countries, including the
United States and South Korea, believe
that the satellite launch is a cover
for the testing of ballistic missile
technology. Experts believe that the
North Koreans are working on the
development of a nuclear warhead and
a deliverable missile system.
Despite these fears, North Korea has
insisted that it launched a “scientific
satellite” for “peaceful purposes.” It
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North Korean leader Kim Jong Un visits a launch site in the North Pyongyang region.

has supposedly stated that it is open
to peace talks, but will not discuss
surrendering its nuclear weapons.
On Tuesday, January 22, the
United Nations Security Council
unanimously approved a resolution
“condemning North Korea’s recent
rocket launch and expanding on
existing UN sanctions,” as reported
by CNN. The UN resolution has

placed sanctions on specific North
Korean companies, a bank, and their
space agency. According to Susan
Rice, the US ambassador to the United
Nations, the purpose of the resolution
is to show that there are “significant
consequences for its flagrant violation”
and “to impede the growth of North
Korea’s program and reduce the threat
of proliferation by targeting entities

and individuals directly involved in
these programs.”
The North Korean government
reacted angrily to the UN resolution,
threatening
South
Korea
with
“strong physical counter measures”
if they support the sanctions. South
Korean President Lee Myung-bak
responded by guaranteeing “a severe
outcome” if North Korea continues
violating international agreements.
The president also encouraged his
neighbor to the north to stop using
provocative language and to abide
by the UN’s rules. The South Korean
defense minister has been told to
prepare a “strong response” if North
Korea carries out another nuclear test.
Despite the UN sanctions, North
Korea announced that it will continue
to launch peaceful satellites and
maintain its military power.
On Wednesday, January 30, South
Korea also successfully launched a
satellite for the first time. The country
had previously failed twice with this
endeavor, launching a rocket that did
not detach in 2009 and launching a
rocket that exploded two minutes after
take-off in 2010. So far, North Korea has
not reacted to South Korea’s success.

Super Bowl XLVII: Beyoncé, Blackout, Brothers
by John Mihovics ’14
World Staff
SUPER BOWL

The Baltimore Ravens took home
the cherished Vince Lombardi trophy
Sunday night as they defeated the San
Francisco 49ers 34-31 in Super Bowl
XLVII. The game came down to the
wire, but the resilient Ravens defense,
led by their accomplished linebacker
Ray Lewis, was able to stop the 49ers at
the goal line late in the fourth quarter
to deliver the Ravens franchise its
second Super Bowl victory.
This year’s Super Bowl was very
eventful both on and off the football
field. There was much excitement
about these teams playing each other
because their head coaches, John
Harbaugh of the Ravens and Jim
Harbaugh of the 49ers, are brothers. In
the end, older brother John Harbaugh
claimed bragging rights.

The game was played in New
Orleans
at
the
Mercedes-Benz
Superdome and its scheduled time
caused the city to change the calendar
days of its exuberant celebration of
Mardi Gras.
Beyoncé Knowles took the stage
at halftime and performed alongside
the other two members of Destiny’s
Child, Kelly Rowland and Michelle
Williams. The group performed fan
favorites “Bootylicious,” “Independent
Women,” and Beyoncé’s “Single
Ladies.”
Shortly following the halftime show
and the renewal of play, there was a
bizarre power outage in which the
lights on one half of the Superdome’s
roof suddenly went out. Internet
connections in the press box were
halted, and the scoreboards went dim.
The power outage did not stop
the cheerleaders for both teams from
shaking their pompoms, and players
used the 34 minutes of stoppage to

stretch and relax. Cary Williams of the
Ravens joked that he thought Beyoncé
“blew out the power.”
Mayor Mitch Landrieu quickly
released a statement following the
power outage in order to relieve the
fans of any worries that they may have
had. He stated, “The power outage was
an unfortunate moment in what has
been an otherwise shining Super Bowl
week for the city of New Orleans.” He
added that the city would be focused
on continuing to show visitors a good
time.
An estimated 108.4 million people
witnessed the Baltimore Ravens beat
the San Francisco 49ers, placing it
as the third most-viewed program
in television history, just behind the
previous two Super Bowls.
NFL Commissioner Roger Goodell
was impressed by the city of New
Orleans in the first Super Bowl held
there since Hurricane Katrina tore it
apart.

“I fully expect that we will be back
here for Super Bowls,” Goodell said,
providing relief to the mayor of New
Orleans.
Although the 49ers will return to
San Francisco empty-handed, they
have much to look forward to in the
future as their young and talented
quarterback,
Colin
Kaepernick,
promises to continue to lead the team
to success.
The world may see these two
brothers clash again in a future Super
Bowl. But for now, their teams put
on quite the show and Super Bowl
XLVII will go down as one of the
most entertaining Super Bowls in the
modern era of football.

China Accused of Hacking Major US Newspapers
by Becca Larrivee ’13
World Staff
DOMESTIC

Three major American news
agencies have reported substantial
breaks in online security after a series
of remote attacks compromised the
personal information and computers
of hundreds of reporters on staff. The
New York Times, The Wall Street Journal,
and, most recently, The Washington Post
reported alterations or the removal of
coverage concerning “an investigation
by The New York Times into the wealth
reportedly accumulated by relatives
of the Chinese premier, Wen Jiabao,”
according to CNN. Chinese authorities
had already removed the article in
question from public view on The
New York Times China edition. The
Wall Street Journal reports, “Evidence
shows that infiltration efforts target
the monitoring of the Journal’s
coverage of China, and are not an
attempt to gain commercial advantage
or to misappropriate customer
information.”

Consulted independent security
firms confirm that the attacks very
closely mirror cyber-attacks launched
by Chinese technology companies in
the past in three different and specific
details, according to ABC. First,
the attack came through American
university routing numbers as a way
to mask the true origins of the attack.
Second, the attack used “a strain of
coding traced to origins based in
China.” Finally, the security firms
traced the attack to Chinese university
computers used by the Chinese
military in past cyber-attacks. There
has been no formal confirmation of
this report.
The Chinese National Defense
Ministry has dismissed the claim, and
issued a statement to The New York
Times, writing, “To accuse the Chinese
military of launching cyber-attacks
without solid proof is unprofessional
and baseless.” Neither government
has issued statements concerning the
accusations. The investigation is still
ongoing.
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Chinese experts and government officials deny claims of illegal hacking. The American newspaper
that were hacked were said to be altered to remove the controversial coverage of an investigation
into the wealth of Chinese premier, Wen Jiabao.
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by Meaghan Lambert ’14
World Staff
BUSINESS

Anheuser-Busch InBev was hit with disheartening news
last week, learning that the US Department of Justice pushed
to block a merger between the most prominent beer company
in the US and Grupo Modelo, the producer of Corona Extra.
Combining the producer of the most popular beer in the US and the
most popular imported beer would be detrimental to competition-allowing
the combined company to significantly control the market for beer in the
United States. The DOJ estimated that the merger would allot almost half of
the $80 billion US beer market to the combined company, allowing AnheuserBusch to raise prices in 26 metropolitan markets. According to InvestorPlace,
Anheuser-Busch intends to fight the lawsuit and proceed with merger plans.
In the shadow of Apple, Research In Motion (RIM) has big plans
for a stellar comeback in the mobile device market. Officially changing
the company name to BlackBerry, CEO Thorston Heins unveiled a
new line of smartphones and announced the devices will be on sale
in March of 2013. In order to better compete with technology giants
Apple and Google Android, the BlackBerry 10 features “fast browsers,
new features, smart cameras, and unlike previous BlackBerry models,
enter[s] the market with a large application library, including services
such as Skype and the popular game Angry Birds,” reports Reuters.
Release of the BlackBerry 10 was initially planned for late 2011, but the
struggling company continued to push the debut back in hopes of perfecting
the device’s operating system. Although the company’s global share is down
20 percent from 2008 peak numbers, they are still at levels twice as high as the
company’s all time September 2012 low.
Real domestic gross product levels, or the total output of goods and
services produced by labor and property located in the United States, from
the fourth quarter of 2012 were released by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
last Wednesday. Analysis shows that real GDP decreased by 0.1 percent from
the third quarter to the fourth quarter of 2012, a stark contrast from the third
quarter’s 3.1 percent increase in real GDP. The Bureau estimates that the fall
in GDP stems from “negative contributions in private inventory investment,
federal government spending, and exports that were partly offset by positive
contributions from personal consumption expenditures, nonresidential fixed
investment, and residential fixed investment.” In addition, the price index
for gross domestic purchases, which measures prices paid for goods by US
residents, increased by 1.3 percent in the fourth quarter of 2012, or by 1.1
percent excluding food and energy prices. The Bureau of Economic Analysis
emphasizes that these numbers are based on largely incomplete source data,
and are subject to further revision. The “second estimate” of real GDP in the
fourth quarter of 2012 is set to be released on February 28, 2013.
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Mike’s Market Corner
by Mike Lynch ’14
Guest Writer

The US Jobs Report for the month of January was released on Friday, February
1. One hundred fifty-seven thousand jobs were added versus estimates of
160,000, while the unemployment rate ticked up to 7.9 percent. Prior months’
revisions showed signs of promise. November’s job creation number was revised
upwards from 161,000 to 247,000 and December’s job creation number was
revised upwards from 155,000 to 196,000.
The stock market rallied significantly on this news, with the Dow Jones
Industrial Average rising 149.11 points (1.08 percent). It also closed above 14,000
for the first time since 2007. The S&P 500 rose 15.06 points (1.01 percent) to
1513.17, its highest close since December of 2007.
A couple notable earnings reports are out this week with Yum! Brands
(YUM) reporting on Monday, February 4 and Ralph Lauren (RL) reporting on
Wednesday, February 6. More than half of YUM’s operating profits are derived
from China, so global investors will take special note of this. Ralph Lauren’s
earnings on Wednesday will provide investors with insight into the retail sector
of the economy. Finally, the European Central Bank (ECB) will hold a meeting on
Thursday to update investors and economists on its policy. Central bank policy
is very important and it should be interesting to see how the market reacts to it.

The WORLD in BRIEF

by Ben Remillard ’13
World Staff

In what will be the first in a long process of parliamentary actions, the English Parliament voted 400-175
in favor of a gay marriage bill for England and Wales. The bill, which was largely supported by the
opposition Labour Party, drew the most dissent from the ruling Conservative Party. Prime Minister
David Cameron said that same-sex marriage is an “important step forward,” and that the bill “will
make our society stronger.”
A movement for Kentucky to change its state slogan has been gaining ground online. The
campaign, which has amassed over 12,000 “likes” on Facebook, would change the state slogan
from “Unbridled Spirit” to “Kentucky Kicks Ass.” Griffin VanMeter, one of the marketing
professionals behind the campaign, said that the slogan was chosen to capture the state’s
“unpretentious dynamism.”
Irish Prime Minister Enda Kenny has formally apologized for the conditions and stigma
faced by women committed to Magdalene laundries between 1922 and 1996. The laundries
were Catholic-run workhouses that forced manual, unpaid labor onto the “troubled” and
“fallen” women committed there. About 10,000 women are thought to have worked in the
laundries at one point or another.
One hundred twenty-five students were implicated in a recent cheating scandal at Harvard
University. Dozens of students face academic sanctions after a tutor found the results of an
undergraduate final exam to have identical answers. There have been complaints regarding
the school’s inquiry, and the exam rules for the take home test were vague.
In what is being called one of the worst cases of violence against tourists in Mexico in recent years,
six Spanish women were raped near Acapulco. Several armed, masked men entered the building
where the women slept and tied up the other people present. While the beaches near Acapulco are
considered safe, the mountainous regions of the state are run by several drug cartels.
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Striving for equality and unity has
been a large part of our country’s history.
However, in today’s world, people strive
for diversity, which has become contrary
to our definition of “equality.” It has
come to mean awarding and paying extra
attention to people merely because they
are a perceived minority.
Even our own Providence College
awards scholarships that have skin color
qualifications. It also has a 2011-2015
Strategic Plan which is based on five core
values, one being “Embracing Diversity.”
This plan, along with a draft of the
Strategic Plan for Diversity, is presented
at www.providence.edu. Both of these
plans seem to offer special privileges and
resources to students because of their skin
color. The College’s draft of the Strategic
Plan for diversity seems to have traces
of segregation and division based on
ethnicity, when it should be emphasizing
unity and acceptance.
One of the draft’s objectives is to
“establish a target goal for students of color
to represent a minimum of 18 percent of the
student body in five years and 25 percent
in 10 years.” Imagine a school creating
an objective in order to reach a certain
percentage of white students. This school
would be called racist, and chaos would
ensue. There is no difference between this
hypothetical scenario and the policy PC is
implementing. Providence College should
be choosing students based on character,
academics, and their ability to connect
with the mission of the school. Skin color,
ethnicity, and level of “diversity” should
not be any kind of standard.
The Plan seems to add a disclaimer, saying,
“These numbers are not meant as a quota,

but rather a target based on changing
demographics.” Whether or not this is a
quota, this goal signifies that PC is trying
to go out of its way to enroll “colored”
students. If the College were to accept
students because of color in order to
fulfill this goal, it would have to reject
students because of color as well.
In order to assist diverse students,
PC currently offers the Multicultural
Scholarship Program. This program
offers scholarships “designed for
ethnic and cultural minorities.” These
scholarships are “intended to be fouryear scholarships to assist incoming
students of color.” This would not be
outrageous if diverse students earned
the scholarships only because they
are intelligent and well-rounded, not
because they are colored. A student
should not receive a special award
because of his or her skin color. The
civil rights movement was started for
reasons just like this. Again, imagine
if a scholarship was given to someone
merely because he or she was white.
Students
who
receive
these
scholarships also “meet with the Program
Director on a regularly scheduled basis to
discuss their academic, professional, and
social development.” As far as I know,
other students who have been awarded
different scholarships do not have mentors
or directors to discuss their development
with. It is unnecessary and unfair for
students to have extra resources merely
because they are diverse.
The draft does have a few remarkable
elements. The new core curriculum
incorporates a diversity element, which
requires students to take a course such
as Asian Studies, Women’s Studies, or
Black Studies. It seems this requirement
will be beneficial because it emphasizes
understanding of people and culture
rather than solely emphasizing skin
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Diversity: More than Skin Color

color. These are unique classes that a lot
of students would not normally take.
This requirement will broaden students’
perspective instead of narrowing it down
to only ethnicity.
Another notable component of the
plan is finding ways to add non-Western
material to the DWC curriculum. Students
usually have a stronger background in
Western material, so it would be valuable
to incorporate the history and culture from
other places in order to emphasize unity
and understanding.
Perhaps if all of PC’s objectives were
similar to these two, we would be on
our way to creating unity. We should
be striving for acceptance, equality, and
unity, not division. These three things are
imperative, but there is no need to go out
of our way to choose diverse people—or

un-diverse people, for that matter. It’s
a shame that we should have to target
minorities to come to the school. The
intentions behind these objectives are
good, however, diversity should not have
to be a conscious effort. In a perfect world,
diversity would just happen naturally.
There is no need for an entire diversity
plan to be made, a diversity committee
to be formed, and special multicultural
employees be hired, as PC has done, in
order to create a more diverse student
body. Acceptance can be taught without
choosing people based specifically on
skin color. Doing so creates racism and
unfair advantages. A college should want
the best students based on character,
adherence to its mission, and academics
Ethnicity should be completely irrelevant.

IMMIGRATION: We too Dream the American Dream
Continued from front page

in the United States for the first time when
I was just a few months old and lived here
for a few years due to my parents’ jobs as
Brazilian diplomats. After living in a few
other places, we moved back to the US 10
years ago and still want to tell the officer
at customs that we’re home every time we
come back into the country. I may not have
an American passport, but I so ardently
love and admire the “Land of the Free” and
the “Home of the Brave.”
The United States has so much for
which to thank God: its generous spirit
(the US donates more to charity than every
single country in Europe combined), its
determination to pursue the truth both in
public religion and public affairs, and of
course, the founding values that, although
historical, are not at all history. John Adams
famously asserted, “Our Constitution was
made only for a moral and religious people.
It is wholly inadequate to the government
of any other.”
Believe me when I tell you that it’s not
normal in most countries for people who
work in customer service to actually listen
to your complaints. It’s not normal for
the government to function with relative
accountability and transparency. It’s not
normal for people to care so much about
one another, like those whom they’ve never
seen but they still aid through countless
charity projects, or to expect freedom
and justice as ultimate standards in the
administration of the rule of law (which, by
the way, is also a pretty unique feature of
American society).
Okay, so I guess that now I sound a

little biased because I’m so patriotic about
a country that I’ve merely adopted. I
hope that even if you’re a little skeptical,
you still hold a special regard for all of
the Americans who fought to make this
country outstanding and who continue
to fight for liberty. Know that this country
is precious, and so the fact is that no, you
shouldn’t just let anyone in. The greatness
of the United States lies precisely in this:
that Americans uphold a set of values,
rules, and responsibilities that matter and
without which, the whole beauty of the
system would collapse.
What kind of conclusions can we draw
about the ongoing bipartisan discussion on
immigration reform? Something definitely
needs to be done concerning the status of
about 11 million undocumented people
living in this country. However, it’s my own
opinion that Congress shouldn’t proceed
without taking severe measures to secure
the borders so that the blatantly illegal act
of entering the country without a visa can
be stymied.
There is also merit to provisions of the
proposed bill that demands that illegal
immigrants learn English, pay back taxes,
and prove that they have a clean criminal
record. Consequently, illegal immigrants
will take a number of years to gain
citizenship after complying with various
requirements and will still be behind legal
immigrants waiting for their own wish to
come true.
I have another suggestion though, that
seems fair given the huge gesture that the
American Government is making towards
legalizing millions of people so that they
too can celebrate the Fourth as theirs. My

BEATRIZ FORSTER ’14/THE COWL

Beatriz interned at the Library of Congress, the world’s largest library, while she was living the
“American Dream.”

proposal: don’t just reward those who
broke the law but also cut the massive
red tape involved for a legal immigrant to
become an American citizen. The first proof

we gave that we too call America the “sweet
land of liberty” was by following the law
of the land. We too dream the American
Dream.
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This past Sunday marked
Super Bowl XLVII. Whether you
are a 49ers or Ravens fan, call
yourself a sports enthusiast, or
are just in it for the commercials,
it is a day pulsating with a
general sense of camaraderie
fueled by spicy chicken wings
and sweet chili.
This year, the Super Bowl
took an unexpected turn when
the lights in half the stadium
went out and stayed out
for about 30 minutes. Some
believed it was the result of
Beyonce’s killer halftime show, while
others affirmed that it was the work of
a bitter 49ers fan trying to impede a
streak of touchdowns by a team
that seemed to be moved by
the hand of God.
Amidst
the
tweets
propounding that Bane was about
to walk into the stadium, the lights
gradually came on, and the Ravens
commenced to beat the 49ers, 34-31,
proving to Raven fans everywhere that a
little glitch in a TV program that charges
$3.5 million dollars for a 30-second
commercial is not the end of the world.
Here at The Cowl, we are in the midst
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Tiffany & Earl Note
The Tiffany & Earl feature in Portfolio is a
satarized account of Providence College. Both the
question and answers are purely works of fiction.
Tiffany & Earl are anti-heroes whose comments
ultimately satirize the stereotypes they each
represent.

Accuracy Watch

The Cowl is committed to accuracy and carefully
checks every article that goes into print to ensure
that the facts are presented clearly and truthfully.
If you find an error in any article, please e-mail
the Editor-in-Chief at thecowl@providence.edu.
Corrections will be printed as necessary.

of a similar crisis. Our printer, the idol
we present sacrifices to on a weekly
basis in hopes of continued prosperity,
has ceased to work. Let us break this
play down for you: every Monday,
Tuesday, and Wednesday, we must
print the sections of The Cowl for our
copy editors to read and correct. If we
have seven sections each consisting of
between 2-5 pages, and every section
must go through three rounds of copy
editing, then that means we need to
print, well, A LOT. So, imagine our
frustration when our almighty printer
decided we no longer deserved to be
saved and thus submitted our mortal
souls to everlasting fire and brimstone.
This might be a tad over-exaggerated,
but nevertheless, it still warrants a few
punches to the wall and tears of defeat.
However, we quickly fixed the problem
by printing on one of the Slavin printers,
thus resuming the game.
If the Super Bowl XLVII lights
debacle and the The Cowl printer
catastrophe has taught us anything,
it’s that every problem, no matter
how large in scale, can be fixed.
Do not fret if your computer shuts
down in the middle of writing a
paper or your iPod spontaneously
deletes all your songs on the way to
the gym. Take a deep breath, assess
the situation, and fix the issue.
Remember, it could be worst: at least
Bane is not showing up declaring
the end of the civilized world as we
know it.

CORR Values

Make Attending Mass a Habit

by Emily Corr ’13
Commentary Staff
society
Why should we make the time
to go to mass? We’re busy college
students—we’re in classes and
meetings every hour of the day,
Monday through Friday, and our
weekends are marked with plans
of spending time with those closest
to us. We barely have time to sleep
in our efforts to make the most of
every day, so how in the world can
we make time to haul it over to St.
Dominic’s?
The answer lies in more than free
goodies at Post-Mass Bash. It lies
in seeing mass not as a chore or a
punishment, but as something we
willingly and lovingly choose. Yes,

according to the Catholic Church,
Sunday mass is an obligation. The
Third Commandment tells us:
“Remember the Sabbath day, to keep
it holy.” It is how we commemorate
the resurrection of Christ, by
participating in the Eucharist with
our community. Yes, these are all
big words and have much deeper
theological meanings, but here is
what remains plain and simple – yes,
mass is an obligation, but we should
not feel obligated.
Try to think of a time when
someone made a sacrifice for you.
Maybe it was Mom or Dad taking
up a second job to help send you to
college, or a friend staying in with
you and taking care of you when
you were sick. Take that sacrifice,
one that moved you so deeply you
still feel the slightest tickle in your
throat of overwhelming gratitude,

and multiply it infinitely. This is the
sacrifice that Christ made for you
when he died for you. Because he
died, we have the promise of eternal
life after our death. Talk about a
game-changer.
That sacrifice is an example of just
how much God loves us. Twentyfour hours a day, seven days a week,
it never fails. And that is why we
should not feel forced to go to mass,
but instead, why we should want to.
To thank him, to honor him, and to
grow closer to him. From here, you
can only reap the positive benefits
of a life grounded in faith–a strong
sense of community, nourished
spirituality, and a desire for a more
just world.
God gives us his undivided,
unwavering love 168 hours per
week. I don’t think it is too much to
ask to give him one of yours.
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Tirades

Pat on the Back to Bryce Cotton

Amidst a basketball season that once held so many high expectations and
aspirations for greatness, the Friars find themselves in a mire of spotty excellence
and frequent mediocrity this year. However, one player has truly stood head and
shoulders above the rest in giving us something to cheer about. For that, I say thank
you, Bryce Cotton. On Sunday you delivered once again with a dying-seconds threepointer to lift the squad over Villanova. For flashes of brilliance in a season that has
lost some of its once-high optimism, Bryce Cotton deserves a pat on the back.
And here it is.
—Matt Santos ’14

Kudos to the #BeyoncéBowl

Bravo to Beyoncé for her stellar performance at the Super Bowl, a true talent in the
music industry. She sang the lights out. Whatever committee plans these halftime
shows has really done a great job in the past few years. The interactive staging,
lights, and fireworks seem to always complement the singers and engage the crowd.
It’s also nice to see that the NFL has been carefully choosing their performers ever
since that Jackson-Timberlake fiasco a few years ago. Hopefully we never see Lupe
up there on stage. Now that would be a Fiasco.
—Nathan McGuire ’16

Summer Session 2013
Session I: May 28 - June 27 Session II: July 2 – August 6

Expand Your Limits

• Day and evening classes
at three convenient
New York locations

• Competitive tuition rates

• Credits transfer easily

• Month-long study
abroad options

• Live on campus

Request a bulletin • Apply online

Introspection is boundless. The pace of your footsteps, depth of your breath and
rhythmic stroke of your handwriting all reflect your inner consciousness. Analyzing
a sample of your handwriting reveals more about yourself than the text itself.
Einstein’s ingenious intellect is expressed by the speed of his strokes and miniscule
caricatures. Intensified pressure and accentuation in capital letters symbolizing
egotism and pathology are apparent in the handwriting of dogmatic rulers such as
Adolf Hitler and Osama Bin Laden. There is a reason behind everything, so why not
expand your limitations to see how much you can learn about yourself? Take note of
who you are; it may lead to valuable opportunities.
—Christina Moazed ’15

fordham.edu/summer or call 888-411-GRAD

eeo/aa

Post-Grad Life Is Harder Than It Looks
by Jennifer DiPirro
Guest Commentary
post-graduation
Forget everything that your
parents ever told you. You are not
special. For one, you do not go to
an Ivy League school. Maybe if
you’re lucky your Dad has a few
connections. Those hook-ups will
only get you in the door to a glorified
receptionist gig. Oh and by the way,
your future boss is a self-righteous
egomaniac who only gives you a
company iPhone so he can get away
with being your 5 a.m. wake-up text.
It will be the hardest job for barely
enough income to get by.
The sooner that you accept the
fact that your 23rd year on this
planet will be the least glamorous
365 days of your life, the better
off you are. On my 23rd birthday
someone told me that it was going
to be a year of dumb mistakes. I told
myself no way. I had already been
a dumb teenager getting caught
having house parties, a college
freshman in court for a fake ID, and
an overall mess of a variety of sorts
lending itself to every gray hair on
my father’s head. How else could I
mess this up? I could give you the
specifics, but as an emerita I now
have a word limit. Essentially, the
second you have money somebody
wants to take it. If there is one
thing you should take away from
this, it is that.

I guess what I am trying to say is
this: Lower your expectations. To
make this all even worse there is
this little thing that is actually kind
of a big problem. Ever hear of the
fiscal cliff? No? Bueller? I know,
you never pick up a newspaper in
college, but you probably should
unless you think you would enjoy
having a credit score as bad as
mine.
But back to the fiscal cliff. I have
probably sent my resume, a piece of
paper I am pretty proud of might
I add, to 1,000 companies.
One hundred of those
companies have emailed
me back, and 50 of
those have invited me
in for an interview. Ten
of those have invited
me in for a second
round interview or
asked me to submit a
writing sample.
I was never a whiz
with stats, sorry ’bout it
G. Light, but I think any
humanities major can
surmise that those
are not very good
odds. Oh, and
then there is the
lovely
waiting
game when you
are not sure how
you are going to
come up with
rent for the next
month without

selling your body or pushing drugs.
Kidding, kind of.
My classmates may see me on the
various social media platforms with
my strategically cool Instagrams,
coy tweets, and photoshopped
defaults that mind

you have not shown anything from
the abdomen down in sixth months.
Hmm…wonder why. I suck, and
the point of this guest commentary
is to inform you that you will too.
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624 Admiral Street (down the
street from Alumni Hall)
Open 7 days a week
Breakfast ALL DAY
Lunch Specials
Open
Monday-Friday
6am-2pm
401 831 5178

FREE DRINKS MONDAY - FRIDAY
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RIGHT:
Campus Ministry’s Pastoral Council held its annual retreat this past weekend.
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LEFT:
The Executive
Board of the
African-American
Association held
tryouts on Tuesday
for its annual
Fashion Show,
scheduled for
April 20.
RIGHT:
The Office of
Safety and
Security held the
first session of Self
Defense Class this
past Wednesday.
ANNA HAYES ’16/ THE COWL

JESSICA HO ’14/ THE COWL

LEFT:
Dr. Yaba Blay from Drexel University visited the
College on Tuesday to present a lecture entitled
“One Drop: Fact, Fiction, or Fate?“
BOTTOM RIGHT:
On Jan. 31, the Center for Catholic and Dominican
Studies held the St. Thomas Aquinas Lecture by
Dr. Michael Gorman from Catholic University.
BOTTOM LEFT:
Providence College took on the University of
Maine Black Bears at Alfond Arena on Feb. 1.
REBECCA BROPHY ’13/ THE COWL

CHRISTINE ROUSSELLE ’13/ THE COWL

REBECCA BROPHY ’13/ THE COWL

Roving

Photography
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Where is your favorite spot on
campus and why?

“Gerry Briand’s room, because
Matt Conti is there.”
Lauren Evans ’14, Kelly Leap ’14

“The library pit because it’s comfy to get
your homework done or relax.”
Alex Alfiero ’15

“Right here!”
Allie Hurley ’15, Jillian Gentile ’15, Caroline
O’Sullivan ’15, Catherine Ferrin ’15

“Slavin, it’s better than the library
for homework!”
Sophia Johnston ’16, Sarah Elmiry ’16

“Slavin, right outside of Dunkin’ Donuts.
It’s convienent for coffee and homework.”
Natalia Boos ’15, Franceska Gjorga ’15

“Right outside of Dunkin’ Donuts
because I am a coffee fanatic.”
Brittany Finkley ’15

“McPhail’s because
it’s like Cheers!”
Liam Hillery ’15, Emily Sisson ’14

Arts
&
Entertainment
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The Illusion Astounds Audiences
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PC’s First Student-Faculty Directed Play Makes Impression
by Mary McGreal ‘15
A&E Staff
CAMPUS EVENT
For the first two weekends in February,
the Providence College Department of
Theatre, Dance and Film will present
Tony Kushner’s The Illusion at the Angell
Blackfriars Theatre, housed in the Smith
Center for the Arts. An adaptation of Pierre
Corneille’s 17th century comedy, L’Illusion
Comique, the play is directed by Patrick
Mark Saunders ’13 and John Garrity, an
associate professor in the department
and managing director of theatre. In The
Illusion, an older man visits a sorcerer to
seek information on his son, who fled 15
years previously and touches on themes of
parent-child relationships and the meaning
of love.
An eerie feeling fell over the audience
as the performance opened to the father
moving down the aisle of the darkened
theater, with only a single beam from a
flashlight to guide him. I half-expected the
sorcereress to appear out of nowhere with
a crackle of laughter or boom of thunder.
Fortunately for those who do not handle
suspense well, but perhaps unfortunately
for the remainder of the audience, the
mood became considerably lighter and
was unable to recreate the original sense of
tension and uncertainty.
The overall quality of the acting was
strong, perhaps influenced by the relatively
small cast of eight actors, the majority of
whom appeared in PC’s fall production
of William Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night. I
hesitate to single out one actor as the “star
of the show,” as the production felt like
a group effort, with no particular “main
character.” Jeff DeSisto ‘13 as Pridamant,
the father who is unable break the fourth
wall and reach his son, Grace Curley ‘14,
as the surprisingly mild sorcerer Alcandra,
and Ben Williams ‘15 as the sorcerer’s
servant, exist in a world separate from

that of the son. The three provide a sense
of stability in a production in which
characters’ names change during every
scene. Kevin Lynch ‘13 as Matamore and
George Killian ‘15 as a rival love interest
provide comedic relief in the lives of the
son, Sean Carney ‘13, his love interest,
Aubrey Dion ‘14, and her maid, Marisa
Urgo ‘14.
The play is split into three separate
visions of the son’s life following his
departure, and in each scene, the names
and costumes of the characters change,
but the basic details remain the same. The
set is muted and offsets the bright colors
that are concentrated center stage in the
costumes and props.
The costumes for the second vision
were particularly elaborate, with a lot of
little details and flourishes. Aside from
what appeared to be a bit of shakiness
with the spotlight, projection was also a
bit of a problem. I had some difficulty
understanding exactly what was being
said at times. A few instances of sword
fighting and sparring added excitement,
and the fog, sound effects, and seamless
scene changes kept up the pace.
However, the contrast between the
opening and conclusion left a bit to be
desired. It concluded rather abruptly and
too neatly for my tastes. The verbosity
of certain characters proved taxing after
a while and several of the characters,
including the son, grew particularly
unlikable. When it comes down to it,
it was not the acting, stage design, or
direction that left me feeling unsatisfied,
it was the play itself.
I encourage you to go see The Illusion.
Support the students, faculty, and staff
who dedicate their time and talents to
creating theatre at the College. Maybe
you will love it, maybe you will hate it,
but either way it will be an unforgettable
experience.

PHOTO COURTESY OF LOGAN BRUNEAU ‘15

#brokecollegekid
by Sarah O’Brien ’15
Asst. A&E Editor
FEATURE
Here’s the disclaimer: I don’t
own an iPhone or iPad (Hate to
break it to you, boys; all that
Tinder-ing gone to waste…). Despite
that small detail, I am totally in-theknow on all the coolest apps. I also
know the coolest appetizers, but
going into that would be biting off
more than I can chew. So, I shall
smoothly transition from food into
another one of my loves…sports.
If I were you, miss or mister iOwn,
I would download the Providence
College Athletics app. Like, now.
This free (Free? Did she say
free? YES, OMG, IT’S ZERO
DOLLARS) app awards you access
to live game day audio and video,
so you never have to buy season
tickets again. That was a terrible
joke; please black out the Dunk

like it is your unpaid internship.
Of course, this app provides far
more for Friar Fanatics than just
basketball news. Did you know
that our track teams finished
first in the Distance Medley
Relay at URI earlier this week?
You would have if you had this
app, which allows you to select
which teams you’d like to track.
(See what I did there?) If you act
now (or if you act later, really),
your app will also include
updates on media mentions of PC
athletics (shout-out Batman) and
the @PC_Athletics Twitter feed.
Dean of Students Steve Sears
recently tweeted about giving
blood,
saying,
“The
nurse
confirmed that I have PC in my
DNA and that I bleed black,
white, and silver. Oh yeah! I am
PC!” I ask you to search your
soul, student body, and ask
yourselves: do you bleed black,
white, and silver? Are you PC?

PP OF THE WEEK
If, in fact, you bleed red instead,
welcome to the human population,
and know that I will be seeing red if
you ignore this column and refuse to
download. We need to become more
faithful to our athletics, Friars! Have
you goggled at swimmers during
one of their meets? Did you make it
a goal to catch a soccer game? Has
your body checked out lacrosse?
And if you tell me you have been
in the koi pond more times than
you have been in Schneider it
is time to reevaluate your life.
All
Snapchat
card-holding
residents of Friartown need the PC
Athletics app more than milk needs
Oreos. More than Taylor Swift needs
bad relationships. More than #pcbb
needs wins. Well, okay, almost that
much. This app is a total score.

PHOTO COURTESY OF POSTBOX-INC.COM
PHOTO COURTESY OF iTUNES.APPLE.COM
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Musicals ‘Smash’ Into Popularity
by Alanna Smith ‘14
A&E Staff
MUSICALS
During the 81st Academy Awards
in February 2009, the host, Hugh
Jackman, declared to the world: “The
musical is back!” Critics and fans alike
cringed and scoffed at the sentiment,
and musical film flops like Nine, Fame,
and Burlesque only served to further
their opinions. Now, with an Oscar
nomination and a Golden Globe
already under his belt for his leading
role in Les Miserables, Hugh Jackman
is determined to prove a point.
The musical tide had begun to turn
in 2006, when Disney Channel
released
the
love-it-ordespise-it
H i g h

School Musical. It spawned two sequels,
both of which were successful in their
own right. Then, in May 2009, the tidal
wave rolled in. Fox aired the pilot of a
show that rocked many preconceptions
of what would constitute “musical
television series.” While its pilot
met lukewarm responses, when
Glee aired in September later that
year, popular culture exploded.
Critics could not believe that
people voluntarily watched a
series that revolved around drama,
singing,
and
dancing—clearly
they misjudged the interests of
fans of such shows as American
Idol and The X Factor. Anyway,
despite
some
controversial
plotlines and questionably-staged
pop song interpretations, Glee
continues to succeed, having
racked in dozens of awards.
It would be unfair to say that the
tradition of movie musicals died out
during the 2000s. Over 100 musical
films were released in the last decade,
including box office successes like
Mamma Mia! and Hairspray, fan
favorites like Moulin Rouge! and The
Phantom of the Opera, and last, but not
least, Chicago, winner of the Academy
Award for Best Picture in 2003. So while
the musical has continued to survive in
the volatile atmosphere of Hollywood,
it has been overshadowed by the
action flick and the romantic comedy.
The musical’s heyday was the
stretch of time between the Great
Depression and the 1950s, back when
people traveled to the theater to find

hope and joy in a dark time. Nowadays,
it can be argued that many films are
actually a reflection of the darkness
of our times, filled with violence and
hatred. How can musicals continue
to survive in a world such as this?
To answer this question, one should
look at the current composition of
American society. The primary
pop-culture-consuming generation
of today was born in the late
‘80s and early ‘90s—and what
were their first films? Well,
for many kids of that time, the
first movies they ever saw were
those of the Disney Renaissance.
All of which, it should most
definitely be noted, were musicals.
If musicals played such a
large part in the formative years

of today’s youth, it should be no
surprise that they have a craving and
an appreciation for musicals. This
explains the success of shows like
Glee and Smash, and how Broadway
shows seem to focus increasingly
more at young people—especially
in their Disney adaptations. It also
explains why musical films make
money at the box office. Les Miserables,
for example, in addition to its three
Golden Globe wins and eight Oscar
nominations, is close to becoming
one of the top three grossing film
musicals in American history. Hugh
Jackman, despite his new success,
uttered a slightly false prediction
at the Oscars. The musical is not
back. It never left in the first place.
PHOTO COURTESY OF INSIDEMOVIES.EW.COM
PHOTO COURTESY OF FANPOP.COM

EDITOR VS. EDITOR
This Week: Favorite Way to Tame Yo’ Mane

Sarah O’Brien

Sarah Dombroski

Her Choice: The Mufasa

Her Choice: LaRgE n’ In ChArgE—> Athletic braid

Her Views: Much like Miley Cyrus’ voice, my
mane “can’t be tamed.” So, basically, I don’t
even try. Instead, this Leo follows her hakuna
matata heart and lets her hair roam wild. Rather
than growling at the mirror each morning, I simply whip my hair back and forth Willow Smithstyle. If you run into a hairy situation, there’s this
awesome thing I’ve heard about called a hair
elastic (own that ponytail, work that up-do!). But
the best way to “tame” your mane is to do what
shall now be known as “The Mufasa.” (Start it
trending now, people: #TheMufasa. Pretty much
this year’s #YOLO.) You’re sure to be king of the
Pride Lands with this proud look; just be wary
of the stampedes of jealousy sure to head your
way. I’m not lyin’—nothing says hair-I-am like
this paw-fect look.
Her Views on Dombroski: Sarah Dombroski?
That girl is always on the Knotty List. That’s
why her hair is so big, it’s full of secrets. (Yea,
we’re mean girls...) Braids though, Sarah? Braids
are old. Braids are out. Since, like, 2004. Hark,
the hair-old angels sing…about Sarah’s outdated
look. You know Dombro though, she never met
a mirror she didn’t like. But $arah…and forgive
me for raising the volume...I LIKE YOUR BEARD.

Her Views: Rhode Island is the moistest state,
and, as a result, my hair expands exponentially
with every season. While cornrows would be the
best fix, I settle for the sporty and $a$$y athletic
braid to TaMe My MaNe. The two-elastic binding
proves to be the only remedy. This snappy and
stylish twist on your traditional pony is the most
underrated hairstyle of all-time. Not only does a
braid signify elegance, but an ATHLETIC braid
oozes sportyness—a win-win in my opinion.
Her Views on O’Brien: Respek for The Lion
King, however, my rebuttal remains. O’Brien, at
some point, you will need to contain it, and I
promise you, there will be a time when a simple
pony will not suffice: An outdoor restaurant
with misters surrounding the terrace, a summer
day with 70 percent humidity, a Red Sox game
with a large couple sitting on either side of you.
SB, when in between a rock and a hard place,
where will you turn? The subtle, sporty, nohassle with great reward athletic braid. No,
no—don’t speak, just wait. It will happen, and
when it does, I won’t say I told you so.

PHOTO COURTESY OF FAILHAIR.COM
PHOTO COURTESY OF CONSIDEREDPUREJOY.BLOGSPOT.COM
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Pep Band: PC’s Musical Gem
by Haley Webster ‘14
A&E Staff
PEP BAND

PHOTO COURTESY OF PATRICK NIGRO ‘15

Has Coach Leaman tweeted about
your greatness lately? No, probably not.
But he has tweeted at the Providence
College Pep Band for being the best
band in hockey. If you have ever been
to a game in Schneider Arena and
listened to the Pep Band launch into
one of their lively numbers, then you
would have to agree. Rebecca Nagel
’13, a Philadelphian French major, could
not be more proud of what her group
has accomplished. Since first picking
up a clarinet in fifth grade, and later
picking up the alto saxophone just so
she could play in PC’s Pep Band, Nagel
has made music a top priority in her life.
Nagel grew up watching the Friars
with her family just to see if the band
would make it on ESPN. There was
never a question that she would become
a member of the band and that she would
achieve leadership within the group. As
a sophomore and junior, she served as
a conductor and then became president
for the 2012-2013 school year.
As president, Nagel is in charge of
pumping up the band before games,
working with the Department of
Athletics, Office of Student Affairs, and
the Department of Music to pick which
games the band will perform at and
keeping constant communication within
the band. Nagel also gives immense
credit to the rest of the executive board,

Michael Cirotti ‘14, Liz Cartier ‘14,
Rosie DeRienzo ‘15, Jack McShane ‘15,
and Patrick Nigro ‘15, for working
together as a cohesive board to put
together a wildly successful season.
When asked to name her favorite
Pep Band moment, Nagel had to
cut herself off after listing Big East
performances in New York City and
post-rehearsal Ray dinners and simply
go with “every moment is my favorite.”
The band has experienced record
growth in recent years and the growth
has been reflected in awards from SAIL
and the band’s new Slavin office. If
you have been able to catch a men’s or
women’s basketball or hockey game
then the strength of the band is clear.
Nothing can get the crowd going more
during a hockey game than the classic,
“1, 2, 3, HOCKEY, HOCKEY, HOCKEY,”
chant, and nothing wakes up the student
section of the Dunk like when the band
launches into “Just a Friend” to taunt
our Big East rivals. Students often do
not realize that the band must arrive an
hour and a half before games in order to
ensure a quality performance for the fans.
Nagel says, “The Pep Band works
so strongly because of the dedication
of its members. I’m proud to be the
president of an organization that is
rooted in the principles of friendship
and teamwork.” As a senior who has
been accepted to a Penn State graduate
program for a masters in education,
Nagel will be sad to leave the band but
looks forward to continuing to watch
the band grow after she graduates.
The Pep Band’s last performance at
the Dunk will be on Feb. 16 at the
Friars’ game against Notre Dame.

PHOTO COURTESY OF MADE-IN-CHINA.COM

ORCHIS: FESTIVAL BALLET PROVIDENCE’S LATEST PRODUCTION
Continued from front page
his expectations. Djuric suggested
pooling together artistic talent and
creating an original ballet piece,
inspired by “Dance of the Orchids.”
The ballet is choreographed by Viktor
Plotnikov to the original music of
Sonya
Belousova.
Additionally,
the glass artist Toots Zynsky and
lighting designer Alan Pickart are also
collaborating on the project.
The ballet, Orchis, takes its title
from Greek mythology. Demigod
Orchis angers his host, Bacchus, and
is torn into pieces as punishment for
his actions. Orchis’ father, distraught
after his son’s death, attempts to bring
Orchis back to life as a small flower
wherever pieces of Orchis lands.
Orchis is a passion piece. Born from
pure beauty, the production is nothing
short of equivalent. Running from 25-35
minutes in length, Orchis incorporates

the fluidity from the photographs and
the artistic flair of Djuric to make it a
very special experience.
In his 36 years at the College, Dr.
Ekin served as a Marketing Research,
Capstone, and Marketing on the Internet
professor, as well as on several boards at
PC, and as one of the original creators of
the Feinstein Program. His photography
has been featured on campus in 2004 and
2010 in the Hunt-Cavanaugh Gallery.
As one of the first ballets to actually be
inspired by photographs, Orchis brings
a unique twist to the Festival Ballet and a
family connection to the PC community.
Agon & Orchis will be at the Veterans
Memorial Auditorium in Providence
March 8-10, 2013. Experience Ground
Breaking Ballet Then & Now. This is a
must-see event.

TIPS:
If possible, spring for floor seats in
the center; the closer the better!
Use the Providence College
promotional code, CEALBE, for
15% off!
CONTACT DR. EKIN:
ac.ekin@gmail.com
INFO:
www.keptlight.com
www.festivalballet.com
Agon Choreography by George
Balanchine. © George Balanchine
Trust.
PHOTOS COURTESY OF A. CEMAL EKIN
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Specials

2 Large cheese + 24 wings - $28 plus tax
Medium cheese + can of soda - $5.99 plus tax
FREE 16 oz Frozen Yogurt with purchase of any Large
Gourmet Pizza
Make your own Large Pizza for free when with any
purchase of any 4 Large Pizzas or more
*Any Smoothie or Banana Split - $2.99 plus tax

We Deliver
401-454-4800
401-454 4801

Hours:
Sunday-Wednesday 11 am - 11 pm
Thursday 11 am - 2 am
Friday and Saturday 11 am - 4 am
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What Carter Wrote
by Melanie Souchet ’14
Portfolio Staff
fiction
Bill Carter was always writing,
from the first moment I saw him at
boot camp, to the snowy forests of
France. He always kept the notebook
on him and never showed us what he
was writing. The only person besides
Carter who had seen his scribbling
was his friend, Francis Bones. Bones
wouldn’t tell us anything, which only
fueled the speculation.
“Is it porn?” asked Sammy Donovan.
“I bet it’s porn.”
“Wha-no.” Bones laughed. “God,
no, Donovan. It’s not porn.”
“The Virgin Carter writing porn?”
grunted Tank. Tank had a proper
name, but no one called him by it
anymore. “Yeah, right. It’s poetry. I bet
you anything it’s poetry. He seems like
the type.”
I always thought that Carter was just
keeping a diary, but poetry seemed an
equally viable option. The man had a
splendid grasp of language. I was there
at D-Day when he was hit by some
shrapnel. The injury wasn’t serious,
but it hurt like hell. I’d never heard
such an eloquent and varied barrage of
swear words in my entire life.
Regardless of what he was
writing, the company as a whole was
determined to make sure he kept doing
it. We gave him our pencil stubs when

he lost his. Bones found him a new
notebook when his old one ran out of
space. No one asked where Bones got
it, because it didn’t matter. Writing
was important to Carter. It kept him
sane. Sanity was hard to come by these
days. You took it where you could.
We all knew the day that Carter
stopped writing would be a bad one.
Carter stopped writing twice.
The first time was when the
Germans shelled our position. It
was like the world around us was a
snowglobe, and God had just dropped
it to the ground. Trees exploded and
fell; the ground burst in sprays of dirt
and slush. The noise was incredible,
like every fireworks display I’d ever
seen going off right next to my ear.
And the worst part was there wasn’t a
single thing we could do about it. We
just had to sit in our foxholes and pray.
By the time it was over, Tank had
lost an arm. Carter was the one who
found him. For the rest of that day
and the day after, he didn’t write a
word. When he resumed writing, we
all breathed a sigh of relief, happy that
something had gone back to normal.
The second time was after a routine
patrol. To this day, I’m not sure if
we stumbled upon those German
soldiers, or if they stumbled upon us.
In the end, I guess it doesn’t make a
difference. They fired on us first. Bones
was clipped in the helmet, not enough
to pierce through, but enough to
knock him down. We scattered, firing

back. The last I saw Carter before the
shooting started, he was running to
Bones to drag him to safety.
Next time I saw Carter, when the
firing had stopped and the Germans
were either dead or retreating, he was
lying next to Bones in a puddle of
blood.
“Medic!” I’d heard that word so
many times by then that it should have
lost meaning, but it hadn’t. It meant
anguish and fear and pain, especially
on that day. “Oh, God, medic! Bill,
buddy, hang on, it’s okay…you’re
gonna be okay, Bill…where’s the
damned medic?!”
Hearing Bones use that particular
curse drove the terror home. He never
said “damn.” “Someone do something!
Medic!”
The last time I saw Bill Carter,
he was about to be driven to the aid
station so they could patch him up. He
passed something to Bones before he
drove them away. It was his notebook.
In a way, I saw the news of his
death coming. He wouldn’t just give
that notebook away, not even to Bones.
I could only assume he’d known his
time was short. He’d bled to death.
There was nothing the medics could
have done to save him.
The day after we got the news,
Bones gathered us all around. “He
said we could read it if we wanted,”
Bones explained, his voice hoarse from
crying.
We weren’t sure at first. Carter had

kept this hidden from us for so long;
even with his permission, reading
it felt invasive. In the end, we caved,
because doing anything else felt like
denying the last wish of a dead man.
Bones opened the notebook and started
reading.
Tank and I were both right. It was
poetry, yes, sprinkled among diary
entries and hypothetical letters to
home. He wrote about the war, words
of pain and loneliness twisted into
something morbidly beautiful. He
wrote about each of us, especially
about Bones. One bit in particular I
could picture happening so clearly:
“He’s reading over my shoulder as I
write this. Hey, Francis, you bastard,
you owe me a cigarette.”
Bones had to take a break after that
line.
There was only one entry Bones
didn’t read aloud. I found out years
later what it was: the last thing Carter
ever wrote in that notebook. I miss my
folks. I miss Jenny. I want to go home.
I just want to go home.
To this day, I am honored that Bill
Carter decided to share what he’d
written with us.
I only wish he’d had the chance to
share it in person.

Illustration by
Casey Lynch ’14
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Name that
Character!
Claims to Fame
Breathy voice, seemingly childlike innocence (note the
qualifier "seemingly"), blatant disregard for prohibition laws
or marital vows, and the ever famous drive-by homicide.

Chosen Craft
Luxuriating in the Long Island Sound sunshine, committing
adultery, and otherwise cultivating her general disregard
for the feelings of others.

Hot or Not?
A veritable MILF—that is, when she remembers she has a
daughter.

Personality
Think of a petulant, tempestuous toddler and add
approximately 20 years.

Conflicts
To escape with the bootlegger or to not escape with the
bootlegger? That is the question.

Check Back Next
Week for the Answer!
Illustration by
Casey Lynch ’14
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Death by dy/dx
by Elizabeth O'Neill ’16
Portfolio Staff
The limit as x approaches infinity
Makes me wonder why x
Is approaching infinity,
And I think that I would like a postcard,
If possible, from infinity,
If x ever arrives.
Deriving the inverse tangent of x squared
Makes me think that perhaps x
Does not care to be derived,
Because it liked being part
Of an inverse function.
And besides,
I’d rather derive
My math class misery
And find the limit of
My patience as x becomes t
And t approaches 10:20.
The slope of the line
Tangent to an equation that confuses me
Is four, find a.
I assume a is important,
But the problem makes me question
Whether this is truly a pressing matter.
What concerns me is that
No one cares about x anymore.
I am doodling a friend for x
When she calls on me
In the back of the room,
Did I get pi over two?
No ma’am, in fact,
When did we begin talking about pi?
Oh calculus, you will be the death of me.

Voice
by Emily Goodnow ’14
Portfolio Staff
It speaks to you as you go to rest.
It’s simply a familiar sound at best.
It speaks to you in times of commotion,
It preaches all your underlying notions.
But it can soften and it can mute,
Transform you, if you follow suit.
If you lower its volume to a hush
Expect a few uncomfortable blush.
Although not always vociferous,
It is your guide to personal bliss.
It will not be perfectly deep
But it is always yours to keep.

Transfusion
by Justin Fernandez ’15
Portfolio Staff
Drip drip into the bag above my head it pours.
A scarlet drop today; ten more tomorrow
Until my heart subsides and veins run dry,
So I can save my purest love for her desire.
And the well run dry must be filled again, so now you
Spit out words like poison into my cup to drink.
A modest sip today; a thirsty gulp tomorrow
Until my heart pumps out your toxic lies,
And chains my heart to your hard convictions.

PORTFOLIO
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A Miss Zoe Zalewski:

The Absent Ebb Of Desire
by Keely Mohin ’14
Portfolio Editor
fiction
The subways zipped that way and
this, and all around people rushed
hither and tither to get to their big tall
buildings that fell just short of touching
the sky. The smell of urine, garbage,
and a hint of roasted almonds meshed
about in the stale, underground air
until Zoe was quite sure she would
vomit before the 1 train could zip its
way around the icky, drippy corner. In
a sort of panic, a sort of panic but not
quite yet a full on panic, she rushed her
eyes around the swirl of faces—white
faces, tan faces, black faces, smooth
faces, wrinkled faces, pretty faces, ugly
faces—as they poured out of the R train
until they fell on the form of the boy
she had felt quite sure in a city of eight
million (was it nine million?) people
she would never, ever see again.
But there he was.
And with the dark eyes and light
hair and a precocious desire to be
just marginally better looking than he
already was, he looked pretty fine.
All of a sudden the nausea turned to
stone cold dread, and Zoe averted her
eyes and put on her hood and zipped
up her jacket until she looked like an

Tiffany
Dear Failing,
In
the
animal
kingdom, penguins mate
with penguins, lobsters
mate with lobsters, and
polar bears mate with
polar bears. It's the
way of the cosmos. Otherwise, mutants
would spawn throughout the Earth and
wreak havoc in every nook and cranny.
Blame it on God, or, like any Milli Vanilli
fan, blame it on the rain. But whoever
you choose to make your archenemy,
know that this is life, and you must roll
with its proverbial punches. So, Failing,
consider your leading lady a gazelle and
yourself an ant. She's faster than you,
more graceful than you, and certainly
more powerful than you. Should you
two meet in the ritual mating thrust, your
children, and your children's children,
would wind up looking like John Candy
with Robin Williams' hairy knuckles. So,
accept defeat, move on, and find a lady
your own size.

Eskimo or a bag lady or a perpetrator
just about ready to commence his
very first hold-up.
Within seconds she felt a firm
tap, tap, tap on her shoulder and she
turned around to face the boy who
had taken her to his sister’s wedding
and taken her heart and taken her,
well, other things.
“Well, well, well…Zoe Zalewski.
How the heck have you been?” Zoe
waited for the onslaught. You know,
the rapid heart beating, the inward
cry of desire, the urge to grab him and
squeeze his face and beg, beg, beg
him to take back that night in Battery
Park and still want her to be the one
who tickled his toes and trimmed his
hair and made him watered-down
coffee so he wouldn’t get heartburn.
But all she felt was the need to
burp, and she resisted that with all of
her might.
“Hi, I’ve been good…I am good.
How about you?” He shifted his
briefcase from his right hand to his
left and tucked The Wall Street Journal
under his arm. Crap, thought Zoey,
he has his life together now.
He never had his life together
when they were dating.
“I’m great. I finally got around to
applying to some real jobs and made
peace with my accounting major. I’m
at PWC right now, not full time, just

& Earl

an intern, but I think it can lead to a job
offer. How about you? Still working at
the bookstore?”
“No, no, I’ve moved on. Definitely
moved on.” The boy widened his eyes
in mild surprise and smiled sort of, but
not quite, condescendingly.
“Yeah? That’s great! Where to?”
“Um, I’m sort of like a server…I’m
a…I’m a waitress at Bryant Park Grill.”
The boy’s smile shrank to a smirk.
“Still trying to break it big in the
illustration business?”
“You could say that.”
Zoe wondered why she wasn’t
feeling the blast of need and hurt and
confusion and the twinge of tears in her
eyes. Wasn’t this the boy she told secrets
to? The boy she showed paintings to?
The boy she slept quiet and nice with
while the big crazy moon shone above
and the taxis buzzed about below and
her world rotated on a delicate but
wonderful balance of happiness and
contentment and thoughts of being oh
so very luckier than all the rotting rest.
“Sell any pieces anywhere?” The
boy asked, interrupting Zoe’s runaway
musings.
“About three to The New Yorker.”
“That’s not a bad start,” said the
boy.
Zoe thought she wasn’t getting her
credit where her credit was due, but
nevertheless she smiled and thanked

him and commented on the new way
he wore his hair and how he had finally
shaved those prickly bits near his ears.
“You went a bit short with that hair,
didn’t you?” Zoe patted her hair, her
fabulous pixie-cut hair that made her
look edgy and cute and hipster even
though real hipsters would never dare
actually call themselves hipsters.
“Yeah, I needed a change,” said Zoe,
with the slightest bit of a hint at a dig.
Okay, it was a full-on dig.
The boy had always liked her hair
long.
“Looks good,” said the boy. “Well,
I better get going. It was nice seeing
you.”
“It was nice seeing you, too,” said
Zoe.
As the boy disappeared down the
subway corridor and up the puddled
steps, Zoe was quite sure “nice” wasn’t
exactly the word she was looking for.
It was sad.
But that was not because she missed
him or that she still thought their time
together meant something that could
move space and time.
It was sad because she didn’t and
their time couldn’t and probably never
did.

Making PC an emotionally stable place one
letter at a time

This Week:
Macro Mania
Dear Tiffany and Earl,
I've got a huge crush on this girl in my
macroeconomics class, but I'm just so intimidated
by her! She's so smart and pretty, and she always
seems to know the answer to everything. I feel like
a dumb loser whenever I see her, and I forget how
to talk. Do you think a perfect girl like her would
ever give a guy like me a chance?
Sincerely,
Failing in the Dating Market

No.
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Start Your Career in Accounting.

The D’Amore-McKim MS in Accounting/MBA
for non-accounting majors:

Join the Photography Staff
this Valentine’s Day...

t&BSOUXPEFHSFFTJOKVTUNPOUIT
t$PNQMFUFBNPOUIQBJESFTJEFODZBUBMFBEJOH
BDDPVOUJOHmSN
t)JTUPSZPGKPCQMBDFNFOU

Take the first step.
7JTJUVTPOMJOFPSBUBOJOGPSNBUJPOTFTTJPOOFBSZPV
-FBSONPSFBCPVUUIFQSPHSBNBOEVQDPNJOHFWFOUT
BUmsamba.northeastern.edu

Become our fan on Facebook.
facebook.com/northeasternuniversitymsamba

...Pick up an application at Slavin LL03

NTBNCBOPSUIFBTUFSOFEV

HTQB!OFVFEV

Want to advertise with The Cowl?
Contact these people!!

Arman Oganisian, Editor-in-Chief
aoganisi@friars.providence.edu
Dara Plath, Associate Editor-in-Chief
dplath@friars.providence.edu
Michael Rose, Managing Editor
mrose6@friars.providence.edu
Mitch Mordarski, On-Campus Associate
mmordars@friars.providence.edu
Richard F. Kless, Faculty Advisor
rkless@providence.edu

AMPLIFY YOUR OPPORTUNITIES.

The Notre Dame Master of Science in Business.
Plug into the graduate business degree for non-business majors with
little to no work experience. This intense, 11-month course of study will
give you a master’s level understanding of core business tenets. And
the skills you develop will complement all that you learned and the
talents you sharpened as an undergraduate. The result? Your appeal to
potential employers will come through loud and clear.
CLASSES BEGIN IN JUNE.
FIRST APPLICATION DEADLINE: FEBRUARY 11.
Visit msb.nd.edu or call 574.631.8488.

02813_0014_10x3.75_BW_Cowl_MSB.indd 1
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Ray Lewis: Love Him or Hate Him
Love Him

Disclaimer: Ravens fan writing.
I will begin by acknowledging
the fact that many people have an
opinion on Ray Lewis, and it may
not be in line with my personal
feelings. Lewis is a professional
athlete who has played his entire 17
season career with a fiery passion
that has endeared him to Charm
City. Like many other athletes, he
has had bad moments in the public
eye, and has dealt with much
controversy. One thing, however,
is not debatable; he is walking
away from the game as a winner
and a future resident of Canton. No
matter how bitter Pats fans are, no
one can make a logical argument
against this man’s immense talent
on the football field. People can
have all the issues and ill feelings
they want about his persona, but
guess what? He still helped his team
stomp on the almighty Tom Brady
en route to Super Bowl XLVII.
Every Baltimorean considers
his or herself lucky to have
witnessed this player lead the

vaunted defense of the early and
mid decade. Watching Ray Lewis
rundown the near sideline to return
a touchdown in Super Bowl XXXV
is a lasting memory for a then-nineyear-old kid. Lewis is reckoning
force on the field and an inspiration
to an underrated city off of it. He is
the second pick of franchise history
and will soon join the first, Jonathan
Ogden, in the Hall of Fame. While he
may be walking away from football
after an injury plagued season and
a mediocre personal performance in
the game Sunday, he took Beyonce’s
advice and put a ring on it, even if
he does not have a halo. Ray Lewis
is legen…wait for it…dary.
-Chris Szimanski ’14

!#*@%^

First of all, let me say that I can
understand why so many people love
Ray Lewis. His intensity is unmatched
before, during, and after any game, and
he is perhaps the greatest motivator to
ever play sports. At age 37, the way
he still flies around the field, and the
power and strength with which he
plays is remarkable. However, the
reason I do not and will not like Ray
Lewis is because of Ray Lewis the
person.
Ray Lewis is the farthest thing
from what should be a modern-day
role model. First, Lewis has had six
children during his long, illustrious
career. No problem, right? Well, Ray
Lewis has also had those six children
with four different women. Why does
this go unlnoticed? Nobody will ever
know, but most likely because many
are looking at his more glaring and
grotesque off-field misstep-the fact that
Ray Lewis was, and still looks like, a
very viable suspect in a 2000 double
murder in Atlanta. Lewis insists that
he was not involved, and refuses to
this day to talk about it. Many accounts

In the

from eyewitnesses that night make
Lewis seem like a guilty man, and the
victim’s families claim that if they had
the lawyer of their choice, Lewis would
perhaps be in prison today.
If you watched the playoffs and
the coverage of the playoffs at all, you
would know that Lewis made this
retirement tour in the playoffs all about
him and God. Being educated at a
Catholic school, I would have to believe
that God does not approve of Ray Lewis’
actions throughout his career. He is selfcentered, clearly in deep with the wrong
crowd, and a terrible role model to
young football players. So, if you choose
to remember Ray Lewis as a great, and
perhaps the greatest, middle linebacker
in the history of the NFL, go ahead.
He deserves praise for what he has
accomplished on the field. However, if
you choose to look at Ray Lewis’ whole
life, you will see there is much more
to hate about him than there is to love
about him.
-Joey Ciccarello ’16

Gillies: Staying Golden In the
Continued from front page
on Christmas from Finland to Russia.
Being in Russia for the holidays was
not easy as, “It was gloomy, cold [-38
degrees at night], unfriendly, and the
food was less than enjoyable.”
All these things aside, Gillies felt
immense pride in his second time
representing the US in international
competition and hopes that his play
over to the next few months will
warrant an invitation for next year’s
team, where he can compete for a
starting role. “I will not get complacent
but I want to do it again.”
One interesting storyl ine of
the time in Russia involves one of
his teammates, Johnny Gaudreau.
Gaudreau, a sophomore standout at
Boston College, squared off against,
and contributed a goal for, the Eagles
against PC in the tie the two teams
skated to prior to heading to New
York. Gillies and Gaudreau should get
used to sitting across from one another
in the dressing room as they will likely
share one again in the near future. The
two, along with Mark Jankowski ’16,
are three of the Calgary Flames’ top
prospects and could all one day share
an NHL locker room. Gillies joked, “I
like watching him torment the goalie
down the far end of the rink.”
It is important to note that Team
USA was coached by NHL Hall of
Fame defenseman Phil Housley who,
Gillies said, “knew what adjustments
to make and when to make them.”
Housley’s trust in his young team
allowed confidence to grow. USA
defeated Sweden, backstopped for
half of the game by Gillies, who
stopped 18 of the 19 shots he faced
to solidify himself as the backup.
Housley’s confidence allowed the
team to make a strong effort after a
5-1 loss to Finland, as they defeated
Germany 8-0. Gillies played the third

period, stopping seven shots and
preserving and sharing in the shutout
with eventual Best Goaltender of the
Tournament recipient, John Gibson.
When asked of this experience, Gillies
joked, “I just did not want to let the
puck in. We wanted the shutout. But
at the same time I wanted to face some
shots so I was happy when we went
two men down.”
After the victory over Germany,
the team faced two favorites in backto-back games. After a difficult 2-1
loss to host Russia, they faced off
against a star-studded Canadian team,
containing three players currently in
the NHL. Gillies admitted the team
was a little in awe of the roster, and as
a result, could not overcome an early
deficit and lost 2-1. The US then had to
beat Slovakia even to advance into the
medal round and were able to rally for
a 9-3 win.
After a blowout win over the Czech
Republic, and a convincing 5-1 win
in a rematch with Canada, the US
found themselves in the gold medal
game against Sweden. After trailing
momentarily, two quick US goals
put them up for good, and Gilles and
company captured just the third Gold
medal for the US in the tournament’s
history. Gillies said, as the final horn
sounded in the 3-1 victory, “It was
unbelievable, I had no words, I was
speechless.” All that was left was to
receive his medal and stand in line
with his teammates as the National
Anthem was played.
Do not worry Friar fans, Gillies is
committed and focused to having that
feeling again come late March and early
April. He hopes to be speechless once
again, and to be celebrating a Hockey
East and NCAA championship with
his PC teammates.

Spotlight

Men’s
Basketball: The beginning of the week looked ominous for PC
Men’s
Basketball:
basketball. The Friars dropped a heartbreaking double overitme loss to
UConn in front of a rocking Dunkin’ Donuts Center crowd on Thursday.
However, they rebounded exceptionally well, taking a win at Villanova
on Sunday, then following that up with a win against a ranked Cincinnati
team. Against Villanova Bryce Cotton ’14 was a hero with the gamewinning three point shot. Josh Fortune ’16 paced the squad with five three
pointers of his own. Then, against Cincinnati the Friars locked down,
holding a top offensive squad to 50 points.
Women’s Basketball: The Friars split the games they had this week. The
first came at 24th ranked Syracuse 75-59. Alexis Harris ’15 knocked in a
career high 15 points for the Friars. Then, PC rebounded to win a thrilling
double overtime game against Pittsburgh 85-83. Brianna Edwards ’13 had
a monster game tallying 25 points and 14 rebounds.
Men’s Hockey: PC hosted Maine for the last time this season. The Black
Bears were rude guests though, tying the Friars 2-2. Jon Gillies ’16 had 28
saves, with Mark Jankowski ’16 and Derek Army ’16 posting goals for the
Friars. This weekend the Friars will host third ranked UNH.
Women’s Ice Hockey: The Friars swept their weekend series against
UConn, beating down the Huskies 5-0 in the first game, then following
that with a hard fought 4-3 overtime win. Sarah Bryant ’16 posted her
second shutout of the season, stopping 19 shots.

News

Yet Another Honor: Decorated freshman Jon Gillies had yet another
honor bestowed upon him last week. The freshman goalie for the Men’s
Hockey Team has been nominated for awards nearly as frequently as he
has stopped shots. He was nominated as a semi-finalist for the Walter
Brown Award, an award given to the best New England-born college
player. He would be the first Friar to win the award since 1999.
Best of the Week: Jessica Vella ’13 and Sarah Bryant ’16 both went
home with some hardware after their stellar play last week for the
Women’s Ice Hockey Team. Vella won Athletic Republic Player of the
Week for her three goal weekend against the Huskies. Bryant was
named Pro Ambitions Rookie of the Week for her stellar play in net.

SPORTS
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What’s More Valuable than Having your Quarter Back?

Brother vs. Brother
The match-up between the two coaches of this Super Bowl, the
Harbaugh brothers, proved to be a huge story line throughout
the whole game. Neither brother severely out-coached the other.
Truthfully, this match-up was a tale of two halves. The first half was
won by John, and the second by Jim.
John Harbaugh’s Ravens dominated before the power outage
that came early in the third quarter. Much of this domination has to
be credited to the players, but a lot of that was due to the coaching
job done by the older of the two brothers. He had a strong Niners
defense confused throughout the first half, and this led to a 22-point
deficit between the teams.
However, the younger of the two brothers, Jim, had his San
Francisco 49ers ready after the power outage. They orchestrated a
huge comeback in the second half. Jim led this comeback with gutsy
calls that utilized the strengths of his Niners team. Before anyone
could realize what happened to the Ravens, the Niners had the ball at
their own 20-yard line, and their quarterback, Colin Kaepernick, had
a chance at a game-winning drive.
The rest of this game was what gave John Harbaugh the
coaching victory over his brother. The Niners staff made some very
questionable calls throughout the first quarter and goal opportunity
that they had at the end of the game. This led to a turnover on downs
and brilliant clock management by the eldest Harbaugh. This clock
management took away any chance of a Niners victory, and gave the
Ravens the victory in Super Bowl XLVII.
-DJ Anderson ’16

And the Winner Is....

Super Bowl XLVII at the Mercedes-Benz Superdome in New Orleans was a night of stellar
musical performances, comical commercials, and even a temporary power outage. However,
the main attraction featured an evenly-matched game between the Baltimore Ravens and the San
Francisco 49ers. Baltimore posted the first points of the night on their opening possession after
Anquan Boldin caught a 13-yard pass from Joe Flacco for a touchdown. The 49ers responded
with a field goal, and the quarter ended with a Ravens 7-3 lead. Baltimore dominated the second
quarter as they converted two more touchdowns and only conceded another field goal to take a
21-6 lead into halftime.
After Beyoncé and Destiny’s Child tore up the stage, Baltimore wasted no time, as Jacoby
Jones started the second half with a 109-yard kick-off return for a touchdown. However, San
Francisco’s next possession marked the most memorable moment of the night. The Superdome
suddenly descended into an unexpected state of darkness. An abnormality in the extensive
lighting system triggered a breaker and caused a partial shutdown of the stadium lights. This
34-minute delay of game proved to a pivotal point in the game, as the momentum quickly shifted
toward the 49ers, who tallied 17 points before the end of the quarter. At the start of the fourth,
the Ravens held a five-point lead as the 49ers continued to persevere. A Baltimore field goal,
followed by Colin Kaepernick’s touchdown for the 49ers and their missed two point conversion,
trimmed the difference to two points. In the final minutes, the Ravens tacked on a field goal and
strategically allowed a safety in order to hinder San Francisco’s chances of a return touchdown.
As the clock expired, the Baltimore Ravens held on to win 34-31 and captured their second Super
Bowl title in their 17th season.
-Sarah Wacik ’15
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Super Bowl XLVII

The Super Bowl is often the legacy
defining moment of an NFL quarterback’s
career, but rarely have two quarterbacks
had as much to gain from a Super Bowl
as Joe Flacco and Colin Kaepernick.
Kaepernick earned the starting job after
an injury to Alex Smith. A win would
likely have cemented him as the starting
quarterback going into next season. Now
he is on less solid footing. Kaepernick
did play well, however, especially in the
second half, but that is not enough, as Jim
Harbaugh has shown that not only is the
starting job never handed to anyone, but
one is always liable to lose it.
Kaepernick’s performance also had
implications for the NFL as a whole. Dualthreat quarterbacks have become very
popular in the NFL over the last few years,
stemming from their popularity among
college programs and Michael Vick’s early
success with the Eagles. A Super Bowl win
by a dual-threat such as Colin Kaepernick
would have gone a long way towards
validating that quarterback type.
Going into the season, Joe Flacco’s
future was also far from settled. Though
he was a four-year starter with two
conference Championship appearances
under his belt, he was considered by many
to be holding the Ravens back. Not only
the win, but his performance in the win
showed him to be the Ravens’ quarterback
of the future. He passed for nearly 300
yards and three touchdowns, remained
cool under pressure, and made it very
difficult to argue that the Ravens won
despite his play at quarterback.
-Veronica Lippert ’15
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Most Valuable Player

The lights have gone out on Joe Flacco in the playoffs. This same
source of energy and illumination tried to go out on “Cool” Joe, as his
teammates call him, in Super Bowl XLVII, but even light was no match
for Flacco this year.
Flacco became only the second quarterback, Joe Montana being
the first, to throw for 11 touchdowns without turning it over in the
postseason. For the second straight year, a quarterback, much maligned
in the court of public opinion, called himself elite, and this year it was
Flacco who was able to finish it off with a Super Bowl MVP. He finished
the game with a 95.1 QBR (quarterback rating), which was developed
to measure the degree to which a quarterback contributed to scoring
points for the team. Total QBR factors in such things as overthrows,
underthrows, yards after the catch, and more to accurately determine
how much the quarterback contributes to each play. A Pro Bowl level
quarterback usually has a QBR of between 65-70 for the season (100
being a perfect game), showing you just how impressive a night Flacco
had.
So much is made today about being “clutch” and making the biggest
play, or throw, when it matters most. QBR happens to have clutch index,
or how critical a certain play is based on when it happens in a game
is factored into the score. It has not come out yet, but I would have to
imagine his throw around the seven-minute mark in the fourth quarter
had a lot to do with his rating. Facing a third and inches at their own
45-yard line, Flacco was given three plays to choose from. He audibled
out of the run and threw a fade towards the sideline 15 yards downfield
into 49ers territory to Anquan Boldin leading to a Ravens field goal and
ultimately a purple and gold confetti shower. It happened to be the same
play that the 49ers could not convert for a touchdown on what turned
out to be their last offensive play all game, and Flacco’s best.
The Baltimore Ravens had a lot of players who played well but it was
Joe Flacco who played the best and earned Super Bowl MVP.
-Daniel McNamara ’13
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The
blackout
in
the
stadium that held up the game
for a half hour was less disappointing,
and probably more entertaining, than the
commercials. Maybe I am just outgrowing the
humor, but at $3.8 million for 30 seconds it is safe to say
the commercials ,once again, underachieved.
I mean, say what you will about the Go Daddy! commercial,
but at least it created a reaction. My personal favorite came from
Taco Bell, which included a group of elders doing rebellious teen
things while a Spanish version of “We Are Young” played in the
background. I also applaud Doritos, who made “Fashionista Daddy”
and “Goat 4 Sale” both of which were easily top five for me of the night.
If you want to look for flops, look no further than the very company
that reigned king in the past two years: E-Trade. They aired one
commercial. They had a gold-mine on the talking baby. It’s a shame. Bud
Light tried way too hard with their set of commercials featuring Stevie
Wonder. Above all was the subway commercial congratulating Jared.
If you thought PSY’s Gangnam Style had its “15 minutes of fame,”
Jared’s ended 5 years ago.
Jeep had the feel-good commercial of the show with their two
minute commercial supporting the troops. The Clydesdale
Budweiser commercial was touching, but I would, rather
laugh. Unfortunately, Clint Eastwood did not make any
cameos this year. Is there any hope for next year? Only
if the FCC will let Kate Upton in one.
-James Kirby ’15
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Running Down Emily Sisson
Breaking Records One Stride at a Time
by James Kirby ’15
Sports Staff
Interview
Q: How significant is it for you
personally to have the leading time
in the 5000m this year?
A: It’s nice. Our team has been
working really hard all winter, so
we’re all hoping to go out there and
just earn some fast times this season.
Q: How does it measure up to
your other achievements?
A: I know it’s not going to stand
for that much longer after this
weekend. There are a lot of people
who are going to run really fast
this weekend in Washington. I just
want to keep running and hopefully
improving on my times this season.
Running under Ray [Treacy], I’m
pretty confident we’re all going to be
running faster later in the season.
So, it’s nice, but I guess it’s just a
step along the way.
Q: What would you say is your
proudest achievement?
A: Running at the Olympic
trials, probably. I transferred
into Providence last year, and my
training has improved so much

under our coach, Ray Treacy, and
running against the top women
in the nation is the coolest thing I
think I’ve ever done.
Q: What is a reasonable goal for
the team this year?
A: Track is more individual,
and coming off our cross country
season, which we came in second
in the nation, was really cool, and
we were all really happy with that,
so I think we’re all just trying
individually to reach our goals.
Whether it be the steeplechase, the
5K, the 1500m, or 3K we’re all just
hoping to run personal bests and to
stay healthy.
Q: Do you have a personal goal
for this season?
A: I’d love to run a personal best
in the 5k and to be competitive at
the top level.
Q: What is your ultimate dream
or goal?
A: I try to look at it day by
day, season by season, so I’m just
hoping to get better each season,
but I’d love to keep running under
Ray and hopefully to keep running
after college.
Q: Who inspires you?
A: Honestly my teammates do,

Cheating the Game

Another Steroid Scandal Rocks Baseball
by Joey Ciccarello ’16
Sports Staff
Column

Recently, the baseball world has
tried to do what it can to implement
stricter drug policies in order to
cut down on steroids, HumanGrowth Hormone (HGH), and other
performance enhancing drug (PEDs)
use within the sport. However,
damning news came out last week in
the form of a report from The Miami
New Times. The Times reported that
Anthony Bosch, a former University
of Miami baseball trainer, had
injected and/or supplied some of the
game’s most significant icons with
PEDs as recently as last year. Some
names on the list include MLB
wins leader Gio Gonzalez of
the Washington Nationals,
and outfielder Nelson
Cruz of the Texas
Rangers, but no
bigger
name
than
Alex
Rodriguez,
the
muchmaligned third
basemen
for
the New York
Yankees
was
mentioned. Records
show that Rodriguez
was injected by Bosch
last year with HGH to help
him heal from a lingering
hip injury. Reports swarmed
about possible suspensions

from the commissioner’s office, and
the rumor surfaced that Rodriguez
may retire.
This report hurts not only
Rodriguez, who claims he has not
taken PEDs since 2003, and who
may be released by the Yankees
soon, but it once again tarnishes
the image of the league itself. If it
does not clean up PED use soon,
the MLB will head down a slippery
slope. Those found responsible will
likely see a minimum of 50 game
suspensions, with Rodriguez as well
as Melky Cabrera and Bartolo Colon
(who were suspended last season
for PED use) facing suspensions
of 100 games for their second
offenses. This report is not what
baseball needs for its image, and
certainly not something
Rodriguez and others
want hanging over
their heads as the
2013
season
creeps closer.

and I know it’s kind of cheesy, but
even if we’re having a bad day
or bad workout or we’re sick or
something you can always go
to your teammates or in the
locker room and talk to them.
Even outside of running, just
meeting up for coffee, it’s just
so nice to have that support
system.
Q: What do you see
yourself doing after PC?
A:
I’m majoring in
management
here
and
maybe Spanish as well,
so I’m getting a good
education here which is
really nice. I’d love to
stick with running
if
that’s
an
option, but I’ll
just see what
opportunities
there are when I
graduate.
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Safety First?
Injuring Athletics

by Sean Bailey ’14
Asst. Sports Editor
column
Throughout the past couple of weeks
and even months since the tragic suicide
of Junior Seau, the NFL and sports in
general have been under a microscope.
Are they becoming too dangerous?
Are athletes becoming too big, quick,
and strong, to the point where they are
moving weapons, instead of playing a
game?
NFL players are facing years of brain
damage and depression caused by the
severity of hits. Muhammad Ali has
developed Parkinson’s from a young
age, and many attribute it to boxing.
Baseball pitchers often struggle to lift
their own children. Basketball players’
knees prevent them from walking. Years
of using one’s body are taking a toll on
athletes.
It has gotten to the point where even
President Barack Obama commented
on it, saying that he would not allow his
son to play football, arguably America’s
pastime. Is it worth it? Maybe for these
athletes making millions, but I think it is
time to think about youth athletes in the
same breath as these pros.
I am a victim of an overzealous dad
or coach who took to coaching like Mike
Ditka. It was seven years ago, in an
eighth grade travel basketball playoff
game. I had been shooting up a storm,
which happened about as frequently as
blizzards in Hawaii. The other team was
growing frustrated, and I had heard the
other coach instruct his players to work
on not allowing me easy buckets. He

wanted them to foul me. I took a couple
hard fouls, but I could not be contained,
and our team had developed a huge
30-point lead.
With two minutes left, I ran in to
grab an offensive rebound. While I was
putting the shot back up, I took a big hit,
as the kid flipped my feet while in the
air. I landed in a mess on my left arm.
In short, I shattered my elbow and wrist,
tore a ligament, and lost the nerves in
my arm for a year and a half. I still have
problems moving my arm, and am
destined for a seventh surgery in seven
years this summer.
Was it worth it? Did winning the
first round of an eighth grade travel
basketball mean this much? Was it
important enough for me to still struggle
to move my arm? It definitely was not.
However, youth sports are adapting
this move. Coaches and kids are taking
it more and more seriously. Kids are
encouraged to play basketball not only
in the winter, but to take part in AAU
in the spring, and play in summer. My
brother plays soccer year round, which
he loves, but he has had several injuries
from overuse. He broke his foot, not
from a fall, but from wear and tear on his
bone from continued activity. And from
what doctors say, this is becoming more
and more prevalent.
Kids are sustaining injuries that can
affect their lives, all for a game. I think it
is time that people remember this as we
criticize athletes and look to make games
safer. I understand there is a fine line
to walk with taking away the needed
violence of some sports, namely football.
But, there should be more attention paid
to youth sports, and their problems with
injuries. It is just not worth it.

